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Preface

This guide describes the simulator's governing equations, constitutive functions and
numerical solution algorithms of the STOMP (Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases)
simulator, a scientific tool for analyzing multiple phase subsurface flow and transport. Examples
of the STOMP simulator applied to classical groundwater problems are provided in a companion
application guide. A description of the general use, input file formatting, compilation and
execution are provided in a companion user's guide. In writing these guides for the STOMP
simulator, the authors have assumed that the reader comprehends concepts and theories
associated with multiple-phase hydrology, heat transfer, thermodynamics, radioactive chain
decay, and nonhysteretic relative permeability-saturation-capillary pressure constitutive
functions. The authors further assume that the reader is familiar with the computing environment
on which they plan to compile and execute the STOMP simulator.

The STOMP simulator requires an ANSI FORTRAN 77 compiler to generate an
executable code. The memory requirements for executing the simulator are dependent on the
complexity of physical system to be modeled and the size and dimensionality of the
computational domain. Likewise execution speed depends on the problem complexity, size and
dimensionality of the computational domain, and computer performance. One-dimensional
problems of moderate complexity can be solved on conventional desktop computers, but
multidimensional problems involving complex flow and transport phenomena typically require
the power and memory capabilities of workstation or mainframe type computer systems.
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Summary

The U. S. Department of Energy, through the Office of Technology Development, has
requested the demonstration of remediation technologies for the cleanup of volatile organic
compounds and associated radionuclides within the soil and groundwater at arid sites. This
demonstration program, called the VOC-Arid Soils Integrated Demonstration Program (Arid-ID),
has been initially directed at a volume of unsaturated and saturated soil contaminated with carbon
tetrachloride, on the Hanford Site near Richland, Washington. A principal subtask of the Arid-ED
program involves the development of an integrated engineering simulator for evaluating the
effectiveness and efficiency of various remediation technologies. The engineering simulator's
intended users include scientists and engineers who are investigating soil physics phenomena
associated with remediation technologies. Principal design goals for the engineer simulator
include broad applicability, verified algorithms, quality assurance controls, and validated
simulations against laboratory and field-scale experiments. An important goal for the simulator
development subtask involves the ability to scale laboratory and field-scale experiments to full-
scale remediation technologies, and to transfer acquired technology to other arid sites. The
STOMP (Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases) simulator has been developed by the
Pacific Northwest National LaboratoryO») for modeling remediation technologies. Information on
the use, application, and theoretical basis of the STOMP simulator are documented in three
companion guide manuals. This manual, the Theory Guide, provides theory and discussions on
the governing equations, constitutive relations, and numerical solution algorithms for the STOMP
simulator.

The STOMP simulator's fundamental purpose is to produce numerical predictions of
thermal and hydrogeologic flow and transport phenomena in variably saturated subsurface
environments, which are contaminated with volatile or nonvolatile organic compounds. Auxiliary
applications include numerical predictions of solute transport processes including radioactive
chain decay processes. Quantitative predictions from the STOMP simulator are generated from
the numerical solution of partial differential equations that describe subsurface environment
transport phenomena. Description of the contaminated subsurface environment is founded on
governing conservation equations and constitutive functions. Governing coupled flow equations
are partial differential equations for the conservation of water mass, air mass, volatile organic
compound mass, thermal energy. Constitutive functions relate primary variables to secondary
variables. Solution of the governing partial differential equations occurs by the integral volume
finite difference method. The governing equations that describe thermal and hydrogeological flow
processes are solved simultaneously using Newton-Raphson iteration to resolve the

(a) Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by
Battelle Memorial Institute



nonlinearities in the governing equations. Governing transport equations are partial differential
equations for the conservation of solute mass. Solute mass conservation governing equations are
solved sequentially, following the solution of the coupled flow equations, by a direct application
of the integral volume finite difference method. The STOMP simulator is written in the
FORTRAN 77 language, following American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards.
The simulator utilizes a variable source code configuration, which allows the execution memory
and speed be tailored to the problem specifics, and essentially requires that the source code be
assembled and compiled through a software maintenance utility.

KEYWORDS: subsurface, porous media, multiple phase, groundwater, nonaqueous phase liquid
(NAPL), volatile organic compound (VOC), variably saturated, frozen-soil conditions, brines,
nonequilibrium kinetics, solute transport, radioactive chain decay, hysteretic, fluid entrapment,
finite-difference, Newton-Raphson, nonlinear, modeling, TVD transport, banded linear system
solver, conjugate gradient solver, unsymmetric multifrontal package.
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Glossary of Symbols

Roman Symbols

a generic function coefficient

a% activity for liquid of oil component o

a\,..., ayi liquid water primary constant (Table A.4)

ar solute mass conservation equation coefficient for node g

ay phase component of the solute mass conservation equation coefficient for

phase y for node g

as effective solute diffusion coefficient parameter

A area, m2

Ar area of surface £,m2

AQ ,..., A22 liquid water primary constant (Table A.4)

b generic function coefficient

water-vapor primary constant (Table A.6)

bf effective solute diffusion coefficient parameter

BQ ,..., Bg6 water-vapor primary constant (Table A.6)

c generic function coefficient

cCp isobaric specific heat for liquid of oil component o, J/kg K

c°p ref. isobaric specific heat for liquid of oil component o, J/kg K

k



Roman Symbols (Continued)

Cy constant volume specific heat for component j , J/kg K

.., C33 liquid water thermal conductivity constants (Table A.9)

solute concentration, l/m3

solute concentration in phase y , 1/m3

generic function coefficient

vapor binary diffusion coefficient for component pair jk, m2/s
o

£>/* reference vapor binary diffusion coefficient for component pair jk, m2/s

Dfry , Dfry , Dfry hydraulic dispersion coefficient for phase y (x-direction component,

y-direction component, z-direction component).

D\ e effective solute diffusion coefficient for the aqueous phase, m2/s

D^ NAPL binary diffusion coefficient for dissolved component pair jk, m2/s

°Djl NAPL binary diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution for dissolved

component pair jk, m2/s

D3 diffusion coefficient of component j for phase y, m2/s

D^, diffusion-dispersion tensor of component j for phase y, m2/s

Dy solute diffusion coefficient for phase y,m2/s

Dy reference solute diffusion coefficient for phase y, m2/s

Dy salt diffusion coefficient for phase 7, m2/s



Roman Symbols (Continued)

D;, hydraulic dispersion tensor for phase y, m2/s

e generic function coefficient

E energy accumulation term, J/m3

F3 chain decay fraction for radionuclide pair jk

F3 polarity correction factor of component j

Ff osmotic flux of the aqueous phase, kg/m2 s

F^ advective flux of component j in phase y, kg/m2 s

g acceleration of gravity, m/s2

G3 Grunberg interaction parameter for component pair jk

Gy solute flux for phase y across surface g, l/m2 s

h capillary head, m

h3 enthalpy of component y,J/kg

hy enthalpy of phase y, J/kg

h3 vapor enthalpy of component j , J/kg
o

hgg gas-aqueous water equivalent capillary head, m

hgn gas-NAPL water equivalent capillary head, m

h% liquid enthalpy of oil component o, J/kg

xi



Roman Symbols (Continued)

hu? NAPL-aqueous water equivalent capillary head, m

oven-dried head, 109m

heat of vaporization of oil component o, J/kg

p heat of vaporization at normal boiling of oil component o, J/kg

hwi water-ice heat of fusion, J/kg

h\,...,h\i Hankinson-Brobst-Thomson liquid density function constants (Table A.5)

HL Henry's coefficient vapor-aqueous phase of component j , I/Pa

JJ diffusive-dispersive flux of component j for the gas phase, kg/m2 s

Jj diffusive-dispersive flux of component j for the aqueous phase, kg/m2 s

3J
n diffusive-dispersive flux of component j for the N A P L phase, kg /m 2 s

Jy pressure dispersion flux of salt for phase y, kg/m2 s

jfc- ' thermal conductivity interaction parameter for component pair jk, W/m K

kf , km intrinsic permeability (fracture, matrix), m2

ky thermal conductivity of phase y, W/mK

k% l iquid thermal conductivity of oil component o, W / m K

kjj fluid relative permeability of phase y

krg , krg gas relative permeability (fracture, matrix)

xii



Roman Symbols (Continued)

Kit ' Kt aqueous relative permeability (fracture, matrix)

ki,..., kg saturated water vapor pressure function constants (Table A.2)

Kgg gas-aqueous distribution coefficient, m3 aqu/m3 gas

Kgn aqueous-NAPL distribution coefficient, m3 NAPL/m3 aqu

Ksf solid-aqueous distribution coefficient, m3 aqu/kg solid

Ky pressure dispersion coefficient for salt through phase y, m2

k intrinsic permeability tensor, m2

ke equivalent thermal conductivity tensor, W/m K

ke equivalent thermal conductivity tensor (saturated conditions), W/m K

ke equivalent thermal conductivity tensor (unsaturated conditions), W/m K

ks porous media thermal conductivity tensor, W/m K

l(j) numerical index (Table A.8)

Lg Land's parameter for gas-aqueous interfaces

L„ Land's parameter for gas-NAPL interfaces

1^ Land's parameter for NAPL-aqueous interfaces

LQ,...,IJ2 water vapor derived constants (Table A. 7)

m van Genuchten function parameter

mJ mass source rate of component y,kg/s

xiii



Roman Symbols (Continued)

m solute source rate, l/s

m salt mass source rate, kg/s

M molecular weight of solute C, kg/kgmol

MJ molecular weight of component j , kg/kgmol

MJ mass accumulation term for component j , kg/m3

MlJ mean molecular weight of component pair jk, kg/kgmol

My molecular weight of phase y, kg/kgmol

n van Genuchten function parameter

n surface normal vector

n(j) numerical index (Table A. 8)

riß, nj porosity (diffusive, total)

np , fij reference porosity (diffusive, total)

nDr' nD diffusive porosity (fracture, matrix)

P pressure, Pa

P reference pressure, Pa

Patm atmospheric pressure, Pa

Pc critical pressure of solute C, Pa

P} critical pressure of component j , Pa

xrv



Roman Symbols (Continued)

P% critical pressure for N A P L phase mixture, Pa

Pcap capillary pressure, Pa

Pey Peclet number for phase y on surface g

Py pressure of phase y, Pa

P3 vapor pressure of component j , Pa

Pr reduced pressure, Pa

Pj. reduced pressure of component j , Pa

P^ saturated vapor pressure of component j , Pa

Ptp total potential pressure, Pa

q thermal energy source, W

Qy heat flux for phase y across surface g , W/m2

R universal gas constant, J/kg K

RJ gas constant of component j , J/kg K

Re residual for energy conservation equation, W

RJ residual for mass conservation equation of component j , kg/s

R solute decay rate constant, 1/s

RD retardation factor

xv
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Roman Symbols (Continued)

Ry gas constant of phase y,J/kgK

s* ( ) generic saturation-capillary pressure function

sg , Jg sg gas saturation (actual, effective, apparent)

Ig free gas saturation (effective)

sgr( residual gas saturation for gas-aqueous interfaces (effective)

g maximum residual gas saturation for gas-aqueous interfaces (effective)

sgrn residual gas saturation for gas-NAPL interfaces (effective)

lSg maximum residual gas saturation for gas-NAPL interfaces (effective)

sg trapped gas saturation (effective)

S8tt ' ^8ti ^ s a t u r a t i ° n trapped by aqueous phase (actual, effective)

sgtp^ t gas saturation trapped by aqueous phase for advancing air-water interfaces

(effective)

Sg gas saturation trapped by aqueous phase for advancing air-oil interfaces

and subsequentially passed into the aqueous phase (effective)

sgtn gas saturation trapped by NAPL phase (effective)

Sj, Ij ice saturation (actual)

's(, s~gt I( aqueous saturation (actual, effective, apparent)

s~g aqueous saturation at the reversal from main drainage (effective)

xvi



Roman Symbols (Continued)

F/° aqueous saturation at the start of free-oil conditions (apparent)

=min aqueous saturation at the interface between dissolved and trapped-oil
conditions (apparent)

^ aqueous saturation at the interface between trapped- and free-oil

conditions (apparent)

s» ,I( fracture aqueous saturation (actual, effective)

s( , Jg matrix aqueous saturation (actual, effective)

sm , sm irreducible saturation (actual, effective)

sm fracture irreducible saturation (actual)

sm matrix irreducible saturation (actual)

sn, sn fn NAPL saturation (actual, effective, apparent)

sn free NAPL saturation (effective)

sn residual gas saturation for NAPL-aqueous interfaces (effective)

'sn maximum residual gas saturation for NAPL-aqueous interfaces (effective)

sn NAPL saturation trapped by aqueous phase (effective)

sn trapped NAPL saturation (effective)

st, st, st total-liquid saturation (actual, effective, apparent)

™ total-liquid saturation minimum value after free-oil conditions (apparent)

xvu



Roman Symbols (Continued)

suf unfrozen water fraction

S salt concentration, kg/m3

Ss coefficient of specific storage, 1/m

Sy salt concentration in phase y, kg/m3

t time, s

T temperature, K

T reference temperature, K

TJ dimensionless temperature for component pair jk, K

T\I2 radioactive decay half-life, s

TJ
b normal boiling temperature of component j , K

Tc critical temperature for solute C,K

TJ
C critical temperature for component j , K

Tj. critical temperature for component pair jk, K

T" critical temperature of NAPL mixture, K

TL freezing point temperature for component j , K

T% reference temperature of oil component o, K

Tr reduced temperature, K

XVlll



Roman Symbols (Continued)

Tj. reduced temperature of component j , K

Tj. reduced reference temperature of component j , K

Uy internal energy of phase y , J/kg

uJ vapor internal energy of component j , J/kg

u% l iquid internal energy of oil component o, J/kg

us porous med ia internal energy, J/kg

Vy specific v o l u m e of phase y , m 3 /kg

v^ critical specific vo lume of component j , m 3 /kg

V vo lume, m 3

Vy , Vy , Vy Darcy velocity of phase y(x- or r-direction component, y- or Q-direction

component, z-direction component), m/s

Vy , V'y , Vy Normalized Darcy velocity of phase y(x- or r-direction component, y- or

Q-direction component, z-direction component), m/s

Vy ,Vy ,Vy Vote velocity of phase y(x- or r-direction component, y- or Q-direction

component, z-direction component), m/s

Vy ,Vy ,Vy Normalized pore velocity of phase y (x- or r-direction component, y- or

Q-direction component, z-direction component), m/s

Vy Darcy velocity vector of phase y, m/s

x(j,i) numerical index (Table A.8)

XK



Roman Symbols (Continued)

X reduced temperature factor

Y reduced temperature factor

Y' reduced temperature factor

z(j,i) numerical index (Table A.8)

Z reduced temperature and pressure factor

Z° critical compressibility factor of oil component o

Zjfo Rackett compressibility factor of component j

ZRA Rackett compressibility factor for NAPL mixture

zg unit gravitational direction vector



Greek Symbols

a van Genuchten function parameter, 1/m

GCtf van Genuchten function parameter for drainage, 1/m

ai van Genuchten function parameter for imbibition, 1/m

Oil longitudinal dispersivity, m

ap porous media coefficient of pressure compressibility, I/Pa

aq thermodynamic correction factor

a.j porous media coefficient of thermal compressibility, 1/K or transverse
dispersivity, m

Ofy DeVries thermal conductivity weighting factor

ß g i gas-aqueous capillary pressure scaling factor

ß g n gas-NAPL capillary pressure scaling factor

ßlg ice-aqueous capillary pressure scaling factor

ßng NAPL-aqueous capillary pressure scaling factor

ßl reduced temperature factor

ß'L reduced temperature factor

ßp liquid water coefficient of pressure compressibility, I/Pa

St time step, s

Sxg node spacing across surface £ , m

Sj Kronecker delta for component pair jk

xxi



Greek Symbols (Continued)

£ integration variable

rf dipole moment of oil component o, debyes

J]° reduced dipole moment of oil component o, debyes

X Brooks and Corey function parameter

A reaction (radioactive decay) constant, 1/s

fly kinematic viscosity of phase y, Pas

reference kinematic viscosity of phase y, Pa s

fi1 vapor component kinematic viscosity of component j , Pa s

o

C

\il brine viscosity, Pa s

fi% liquid kinematic viscosity of oil component o, Pa s

ßn reference liquid kinematic viscosity of oil component o, P a s

£J inverse viscosity of component j , (Pa s)"1

n osmotic potential, Pa
IT aqueous relative permeability function parameter min \lg,

Py phase density for phase y, kg/m3

pJ component vapor density of component j , kg/m3

o

pg reference aqueous density, kg/m3

xxn



Greek Symbols (Continued)

p£ liquid density of oil component o, kg/m3

ps porous media grain density, kg/m3

pJ
sat saturated liquid density of component j , kg/m3

reference saturated liquid density of component j , kg/m3

a1 scale parameter for component pair jk

<7g( gas-aqueous interfacial surface tension, N/m

ogn gas-NAPL interfacial surface tension, N/m

On ice-aqueous interfacial surface tension, N/m

ong NAPL-aqueous interfacial surface tension, N/m

g surface or node index

g~ negative surface (west, south, bottom)

g+ positive surface (east, north, top)

Xy phase tortuosity for phase y

v% molar volume of solute at its normal boiling temperature, m3/mol

v^ critical molar volume of component j , m3/mol

v% liquid molar specific volume of oil component o, m3/mol

(f)J volume fraction of component j

xxin



Greek Symbols (Continued)

$i association factor for component pair jk

<f>y association factor for solvent y

<[>J binary interaction parameter for component pair jk

& vapor binary interaction parameter for component pair jk

Xy mole fraction of component j in phase y

yr Brooks and Corey function nonwetting fluid entry head, m

yfj Brooks and Corey function nonwetting fluid entry head for drainage, m

y/j Brooks and Corey function nonwetting fluid entry head for imbibition, m

*F NAPL relative permeability function parameter max \l^, IA

co1 mass fraction of component j in phase y

(o° mass fraction of VOC sorbed on the rock/soil phase

0)J
p Pitzner acentric factor of component j

Q NAPL relative permeability function parameter max J(, Jr
min

Qp collision integral for diffusion

XXIV



Subscripts

B bottom

BB bottom boundary surface

E east

EB east boundary surface

g gas phase

/ ice phase

£ aqueous phase

n NAPL phase

N north

NB north boundary surface

P center or local node

s rock/soil or solid phase

5 south

SB south boundary surface

T top

TB top boundary surface

W west

WB west boundary surface

y generic phase or phase index

xxv



Superscripts

a air component

j generic component or component index

k generic component or component index

o oil component

w water component

xxvi



Mathematical Symbols

d partial differential operator

V divergence operator

summation operator

summation over oil components
j or k

summation over water, air, and oil components
j=w,a,o

summation over aqueous and gas phases

summation over aqueous, gas, and ice phases

summation over aqueous, gas, NAPL, and ice phases

y=t,g,n,i

summation over aqueous, gas, and NAPL phases

summation over all node surfaces
g=W,E,S,N,B,T

J dV volume integral

J <JT surface integral

x evaluated at y

( )" arithmetic interfacial averaging at surface g

XXVH



Mathematical Symbols (Continued)

( )* harmonic interfacial averaging at surface g

( )"*" upwind or donor cell interfacial averaging at surface g

{ Y evaluated at time t (previous time step)

{ } / + f evaluated at time t + 8t (current time step)

* 8t
{ }t+~2 evaluated at time t + — (intermediate time)

max[ , ] maximum value

II . absolute value

xxvni
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1.0 Introduction

The VOC-Arid Soils Integration Demonstration Program, (Arid-ID) and funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Technology Development (OTD), is directed at the
cleanup of volatile organic compounds (VOC) and associated radionuclides and heavy metals in
soils and groundwater at arid sites. The initial demonstration site is located within the 200 West
Area on the Hanford Site near Richland, Washington. The site contains a volume of soil
contaminated with carbon tetrachloride, which includes approximately 200 vertical feet of
contaminated unsaturated sediments underlying inactive disposal sites and overlying a 7-square-
mile plume of contaminated groundwater. A critical component of the Arid-ID program involves
assessing the impact of spatial heterogeneity of subsurface materials on remediation processes
and evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of demonstrated remedial technologies. Because of
the complexity of subsurface flow and heat transport phenomena, these assessments and
evaluations will require complex numerical tools for their completion. Numerical tools allow
scientists and engineers to integrate the current knowledge of contaminant behavior in the
subsurface environment to predict and evaluate the performance of proposed remediation
methods against established technologies.

A principal subtask of the Arid-ID program involves the development of an engineering
simulator (numerical tool), which is capable of numerically simulating proposed remediation
processes. The design goals are that the engineering simulator will 1) be accessible and
exploitable to scientists and engineers familiar with subsurface environment phenomena, but not
necessarily numerical modeling technicalities, 2) have enough general applicability to recruit a
user group that is capable of supporting training, maintenance, and enhancement activities, 3) be
verified by comparisons to analytical solutions and benchmarked against existing simulators,
4) be validated against germane laboratory and field experiments, and 5) have controlled
configuration and documentation under an appropriate quality assurance program. An
engineering simulator named STOMP, an acronym for Subsurface Transport Over Multiple
Phases, has been developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory(a) which achieves the
five design goals described above. This document, one of three companion documents, has been
written to provide users of the STOMP simulator with information about the solved governing
and constitutive equations, numerical algorithms, and solution techniques. The second
companion document, the STOMP Applications Guide [Nichols et al. 1995], provides users of
the STOMP simulator with applications of the simulator to classical groundwater problems. The
third companion document, the STOMP User Guide [White and Oostrom 1995], provides users
of the STOMP simulator with necessary information for selecting an appropriate operational

(a) Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated by Battelle for the U.S. Department of
Energy under Contract DE-A-CO6-76RLO 1830.
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mode, understanding the code flow path and design, creating input files, dimensioning the
executable, compiling and executing, and interpreting simulation outputs.

Numerical models for subsurface flow and transport generate quantitative descriptions of
physical processes in porous media. These numerical models are frequently classified as
empirical, semi-empirical, or fundamental. Empirical models typically are developed from
experimental measurements and functionally describe a specific relationship between intrinsic
properties (e.g., saturation-capillary pressure relation). Semi-empirical models are typically
developed from observed or experimentally measured quantities and are generally used to predict
the response of a particular system. Fundamental models describe flow and transport
phenomena through accepted physical laws (e.g., conservation equations, Darcy flow equation).
Generally, fundamental models have a broader range of applicability than semi-empirical models.
The STOMP simulator primarily comprises fundamental and empirical models. Fundamental
models are used to describe subsurface flow and transport phenomena through the governing
conservation equations for mass and energy. Empirical models and semi-empirical models, to a
lesser degree, are used to define relationships among the primary and secondary variables.

This document describes the application of the fundamental, empirical, and semi-
empirical models to the solution of subsurface flow and transport problems as formulated in the
STOMP simulator. Following a capabilities overview discussion, the organization of this
document proceeds from theory to practice. Theory discussions begin with descriptions of the
fundamental models of the simulator, which are the conservation equations for component mass,
salt mass, energy, and solute mass. These governing equations for subsurface flow and transport
are presented in partial differential form. Following this introduction of the fundamental
equations, are discussions of the empirical and semi-empirical models which comprise the
constitutive relations. The constitutive relations provide functional links between the primary
and secondary variables of the governing equations. These equations also provide the means for
completely specifying the thermodynamic and hydrologic state within a porous media system
given a sufficient number of independent intensive property values. The next section describes
the relationships between thermodynamic and hydrologic states and primary variables. This
section specifically describes the criteria for choosing primary variable sets as a function of the
operational mode and phase condition and precedes the discussions on numerical solution
techniques. The numerical solution discussions completely document the transformation of the
fundamental and empirical equations into nonlinear algebraic equations using discretization and
linear algebraic equations using Newton-Raphson iteration. These discussions also include
descriptions of the solution techniques for linear systems available with the STOMP simulator.
This guide concludes with an overview of the code architecture which provides the final link
between theory and practice. This section specifically describes the sequence of numerical
solution stages and iterative loops. Flow diagrams for the coupled flow and transport solution
and the secondary solute transport solution are also included.
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The fundamental equations presented in this guide will probably remain unchanged
throughout the life of the simulator, with the exception of specialty modules added to address
unique problems or processes. The empirical equations, in particular the constitutive relations,
however, are undoubtedly expected to change over time with the development of new theoretical
models from experimental research. The modular form and numerical solution scheme of the
STOMP simulator is suited for these types of changes. Advances in numerical solution schemes
for nonlinear systems, in particular those involving phase transitions, are anticipated during the
life of the STOMP simulator. Adapting the simulator to incorporate these advances will
probably occur, because execution speed is a primary concern with users. With these code
modifications on the horizon, this document will necessarily change and experience several
editions.
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2.0 Fundamentals

2.1 Introduction

The STOMP simulator has been designed to solve a wide variety of nonlinear, multiple-
phase, flow and transport problems for variably saturated geologic media. Partial differential
conservation equations for component mass, energy, and solute mass comprise the fundamental
equations for the simulator. Coefficients within the fundamental equations are related to the
primary variables through a set of constitutive relations. The conservation equations for
component mass and energy are solved simultaneously, whereas the solute transport equations
are solved sequentially after the coupled flow solution. The variable source code configuration
allows the user to select the combination of solved fundamental equations. The current version
of the STOMP simulator recognizes ten coupled flow equation combinations. Each coupled flow
equation combination is referred to as an operational mode and may additionally include the
solution of a number of transported solutes. The associated constitutive relations for each
recognized operational mode are automatically incorporated into the source code as required.

In reading this document, it is important to distinguish between phases and components,
which comprise phases. The terms aqueous, gas, nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL), ice, and solid
will be used exclusively in referring to phases. The terms water, air, and oil will be used to refer
to components. Oil will refer to either a single organic compound or a mixture of organic
compounds. The aqueous phase will be primarily comprised of liquid water with dissolved air
and oil. The gas phase composition can been highly variable containing air, water vapor, and oil
vapor. Oil vapor will also be referred to as VOC vapor. The gas phase can be composed of
vapors from one or more VOCs. The NAPL phase will primarily be comprised of one or more
oils with negligible amounts of dissolved water and air. The ice phase is assumed to be
comprised of frozen water with small amounts of dissolved air and oil. The solid phase refers to
the rock/soil matrix. Oils and transported solutes can be sorbed onto the solid phase.

The STOMP simulations are limited in application scope according to the solved
fundamental equations, the associated constitutive theory, inherent assumptions, computer
execution speed and memory, and the user's creativity. A critical component to correct
application of the STOMP simulator and comprehension of output results requires an
understanding of the assumptions taken to develop the various flow and transport algorithms.
The simulator is capable of predicting flow and transport behavior for a variety of subsurface
systems; however, application of the simulator to problems which violate an inherent
assumption in the simulator's design or fundamental equations could yield incorrect results.
STOMP is principally limited to flow through variably saturated porous media, which can be
characterized with an extended form of Darcy's law. Additionally, the simulator is limited to a
maximum of three immiscible phases: aqueous, nonaqueous liquid, and gas. Low solubilities are
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assumed for the liquid phases and interphase mass transfer assumes equilibrium conditions.
Specific to the energy equation, the principal assumptions are that heat transport by gas-phase
conduction and the kinetic nature of thermodynamic processes are neglected. Solute transport
solutions are computed sequentially to the coupled flow equations. This approach requires the
assumption that solutes are passive scalars with respect to the flow equations, which is
equivalent to assuming solute concentrations are dilute.

The STOMP simulator solves transient flow and transport problems in the subsurface
environment in one, two, or three dimensions. Coordinate systems must be orthogonal and
currently are limited to Cartesian, tilted Cartesian, and cylindrical, where the vertical coordinate
of the cylindrical system must be aligned with the gravitational vector. The STOMP simulator
solves steady-state problems either directly or through false-transients starting from a user-
specified initial state. Direct solutions to steady-state problems are possible for initial conditions
sufficiently close to the solution; therefore, transient solutions to steady-state conditions are the
recommended approach. All boundary conditions, sources, and sinks are time variant and allow
the user considerable control over transient simulations. Hydrogeologie properties can be
spatially varied throughout the computational domain within the resolution of a node volume.
Hydraulic and thermal transport properties for the porous medium can be anisotropic, where the
diagonal tensor elements are assumed to be aligned with the principal axes of the coordinate
system. Coupled flow solutions can be obtained for selected one-, two-, or three-phase systems
under isothermal or nonisothermal conditions. Transport of radioactive solutes with chain-decay
tracking can be coupled to all transport solutions with the assumption of dilute solute
concentrations. A variety of boundary conditions are available for each operational mode, which
may be applied selectively over the boundary surfaces. Unspecified boundary surfaces are
always assumed to be zero flux surfaces. Inactive nodes can be specified by the user and
boundary conditions can be applied to surfaces separating active (computational) and inactive
(noncomputational) nodes. Selected operational modes allow the user to invoke a dynamic
domain option which temporarily sets quiescent nodes to an inactive set, thus removing them
from the computational domain.

The fundamental coupled flow equations are solved following an integral volume finite-
difference approach with the nonlinearities in the discretized equations resolved through Newton-
Raphson iteration. Linear systems which result from the Newton-Raphson linearization or the
solute transport solution can be solved with a direct banded matrix solver, an unsymmetric-
pattem multifrontal package or an indirect conjugate gradient-based solver. All these linear
system solvers are commercially available software products that have been adapted for the
particulars of the STOMP simulator. The STOMP simulator allows considerable control over
simulation parameters related to convergence, time stepping, solution techniques, and execution
limits. A single simulation can be divided into multiple execution periods, each with a different
set of solution control parameters. Restart capabilities have also been included in the simulator,
which can resume a simulation from user-defined points with or without alterations to input
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parameters. Output from the simulator can be completely controlled by the user and is written
both to files and to the standard input/output device (e.g., screen). Output forms include time
histories of selected variables, time "snapshots" of selected variables across the computational
domain, and variable integrals for sources and fluxes across boundary and internode surfaces.

The dominant nonlinear functions within the STOMP simulator are the relative
permeability-saturation-capillary pressure (k-S-P) relations. The STOMP simulator allows the
user to specify these relations through a large variety of popular and classic functions. Two-
phase (water-air) k-S-P relations can be specified with hysteretic or nonhysteretic functions or
nonhysteretic tabular data. Entrapment of air with imbibing water conditions can be modeled
with the hysteretic two-phase k-S-P functions. Two-phase k-S-P relations span both saturated
and unsaturated conditions. The aqueous phase is assumed to never completely disappear
through extensions to the S-P function below the residual saturation and a vapor pressure
lowering scheme. Three-phase (aqueous-NAPL-gas) k-S-P relations can be specified with
hysteretic or nonhysteretic functions. Tabular three-phase k-S-P relations are not currently
available. Entrapment of nonwetting fluids (i.e., gas in aqueous, gas in NAPL, and NAPL in
aqueous) with imbibing wetting fluid conditions can be modeled with the hysteretic three-phase
k-S-P functions. The wettability order for fluids in the STOMP simulator is assumed to follow
the descending order aqueous to NAPL to gas. Three-phase k-S-P relations span both total-
liquid saturated and unsaturated conditions and aqueous saturated and unsaturated conditions.
Phase appearances and disappearances are possible for the gas and NAPL phases; however, the
aqueous phase is assumed to never completely disappear through extensions to the S-P function
below the residual saturation and a vapor pressure lowering scheme.

2.2 Operational Modes

The STOMP simulator operational modes do not comprise all of the possible
combinations of coupled governing equations. The combination sets of coupled governing
equations selected for inclusion in the list of operational modes represent those with the greatest
utility for physical systems. For example, a two-phase nonvolatile nonisothermal operational
mode could be envisioned, which solved the water mass and energy conservation equations. This
operational mode would invoke the assumption of a nonparticipating gas phase. Two-phase
flow and transport through porous media under thermal gradients, however, strongly depends on
the diffusion, dispersion, and advection transport through gas phase, even for low thermal
gradients. Therefore, this operational mode, while capable of functioning and producing
converged solutions, would have limited utility because of its premise that gas phase transport
could be neglected. Other combinations of governing equation sets with associated assumptions
have considerable utility for specific systems or problems and have been coded, but have not
been selected for inclusion in the STOMP guide manuals. For example, an operational mode has
been created that solves the water mass, air mass, oil mass, and/or energy equation with the
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assumption that oil concentrations remain below the aqueous solubility limit. This operational
mode has utility in the investigation of the remediation of oil contaminants in dissolved plumes.
This operational mode differs from one which models the oil as a dilute solute because 1) the oil
mass equation is solved simultaneously with the other coupled flow equations and 2) fluid
properties have a dependence on the oil concentration.

Operational modes support solute transport calculations and are identified according to
the coupled conservation equations that are solved. The solved conservation equations and
primary assumptions are summarized in Table 2.1 for each operational mode. Beyond the set of
solved coupled equations, some of the operational modes have unique features developed for
specific applications and should be noted. The Water operational mode contains an optional
dynamic domain feature. This feature converts relatively invariant nodes into noncomputational
or inactive nodes, therefore improving execution performance. With this feature, all active nodes
are included in the computational set during the initial iteration. If the residual for the water mass
conservation equation for a particular node is less than a specified limit, then that node becomes
inactive for the remainder of iterations within the time step. The Water operational mode
additionally contains two algorithms for computing the partitioning of transported solutes
between the solid and aqueous phases. The first approach assumes that the solid surface is
continuously wet independent of the aqueous saturation; whereas the second approach assumes
that the wetted surface is proportional to the aqueous saturation. This operational mode also
includes a feature for solute-dependent retardation. With this feature solid-aqueous partition
coefficient for one solute is dependent on the concentration of another solute. The feature allows
the modeling of surfactant type reactions between solvents. Other less used features of this
operational mode are the screened outlet well. The Water-Air operational mode contains a unique
hysteretic air entrapment constitutive theory that allows dissolution and expansion of entrapped
air. This feature was developed specifically to examine mechanisms for entrapped gas release
from a declining water table. The Water-Air-Energy operational mode contains models for
computing ice saturations under soil freezing conditions but does not include soil stress processes
necessary to compute mounding and heaving. This operational mode additionally contains a
feature to correct water vapor pressures for vapor pressure lowering through capillary forces.
Aqueous saturations less than the residual saturation can occur through application of an
extension to the capillary pressure-saturation constitutive model. Enhanced vapor diffusion from
thermal gradients can be considered as a function of the thermal gradient, moisture content, soil-
moisture retention function, and soil clay fraction.
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Table 2.1. Operational Mode Summary

Operational Mode
with Options

Water

Water-Air

Water-Air-Energy
w/Ice

Water-Oil

Solved Coupled Equations

water mass

water mass
air mass

water mass
air mass
thermal energy

water mass
oil mass

Primarv Assumptions

isothermal conditions
passive gas phase
no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium

isothermal conditions
no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium

no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium

isothermal conditions
sinele comoonent NAPL ohase
passive gas phase
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium

Water-Oil-Air

Water-Oil-Air-Energy

water mass
oil mass
air mass

water mass
oil mass
air mass
thermal energy

isothermal conditions
single component NAPL phase
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium

single component NAPL phase
no brine
local thermodynamic equilibrium
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Operational Mode
with Options

Water-Oil
w/ Kinetic Dissolution

Table 2.1. (Continued)

Solved Coupled Equations Primary Assumptions

water mass
oil mass
dissolved oil mass

isothermal conditions
single component NAPL phase
passive gas phase
no brine
kinetic oil dissolution

Water-Salt

Water-Air-Salt

Water-Air-Energy-Salt
w/Ice

water mass
salt mass

water mass
air mass
salt mass

water mass
air mass
salt mass
thermal energy

isothermal conditions
passive gas phase
no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
local thermodynamic equilibrium

isothermal conditions
no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
local thermodynamic equilibrium

no NAPL phase
no dissolved oil
local thermodynamic equilibrium
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3.0 Governing Equations

3.1 Introduction

In broad terms, the STOMP simulator solves coupled conservation equations for
component mass and energy that describe subsurface flow over multiple phases through variably
saturated geologic media. The resulting flow fields are used to sequentially solve conservation
equations for solute transport with radioactive chain decay over multiple phases through variably
saturated geologic media. These conservation equations for component mass, energy, and solute
mass are partial differential equations that mathematically describe flow and transport through
porous media and are collectively referred to as the governing equations. The STOMP simulator
has capabilities for modeling subsurface flow and transport over three distinct phases: aqueous,
gas, and NAPL. The aqueous phase primarily comprises liquid water with small quantities of
dissolved air and oils. The gas phase comprises variable amounts of air, water vapor, and oil
vapors. The NAPL phase comprises liquid oil components with the amounts of dissolved air
and water assumed to be negligible. An additional conservation equation, termed the salt mass
conservation equation, can be solved coupled with the component mass and energy equations to
simulate brines and/or surfactants. Because the salt mass conservation equation is solved coupled
with the flow and energy transport equations, phase properties can be dependent on salt
concentrations. This approach allows modeling of systems with brines and/or surfactants, where
the physical properties (e.g., density, viscosity, relative permeability) are dependent on the salt
concentration. In this respect, the term salt refers to a dissolved and transported solute whose
concentration influences the physical properties of the solvents. Salts differ from solutes
because the primary assumption for solution of the solute transport equation is that solute
concentrations are infinitely dilute.

3.2 Water Mass Conservation Equation

The water mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.2.1), equates the time rate
of change of water mass within a control volume with the flux of water masscrossing the control
volume surface. In the STOMP simulator water exists in the diffusive pore space as liquid water
and water vapor, in the aqueous and gas phases, respectively. Dissolution of water in the NAPL
phase is neglected. Phase partitioning of water mass is computed assuming equilibrium
conditions, implying that in geologic media the time scale for thermodynamic equilibrium is
significantly shorter for component transport. Water transport occurs by advection through the
aqueous and gas phases and by diffusion-dispersion through the gas phase. Following the low
solubility assumption for dissolved air and oil in the aqueous phase, water diffusion-dispersion
through the aqueous phase is neglected. Flow of fluid phases is computed from Darcy's law.
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Transport of phase components is computed from a modified form of Fick's law, where a
combined diffusion-dispersion coefficient replaces the classical Fickian diffusion coefficient.
Equation (3.2.1) includes an osmotic flux term, which accounts for the flow of aqueous fluid by
osmotic pressure for simulations with coupled salt transport.
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3.3 Air Mass Conservation Equation

The air mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.3.1), equates the time rate of
change of the air mass within a control volume with the flux of air mass crossing the control
volume surface. In the STOMP simulator, air exists in the diffusive pore space as a component
of the gas phase and dissolved in the aqueous phase. Dissolution of air in the NAPL is neglected.
Phase partitioning of air mass is computed assuming equilibrium conditions: this assumption
implies that in geologic media the time scale for thermodynamic equilibrium is significantly
shorter than that for component transport. Air transport occurs by advection and diffusion-
dispersion through the aqueous and gas phases. Flow of fluid phases is computed from Darcy's
law. Transport of phase components is computed from a modified form of Fick's law, where a
combined diffusion-dispersion coefficient replaces the classical Fickian diffusion coefficient.
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3.4 Oil Mass Conservation Equation

The oil mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.4.1), equates the time rate of
change of oil mass within a control volume with the flux of oil mass crossing the control volume
surface. In the STOMP simulator, oil exists in the diffusive pore space as liquid oil in the NAPL
phase, dissolved oil in the aqueous phase, and as oil vapor in the gas phase. Phase partitioning of
oil is computed assuming equilibrium conditions: this assumption implies that in geologic media,
the time scale for thermodynamic equilibrium is significantly shorter than that for component
transport. Oil transport occurs by advection and diffusion-dispersion through the aqueous, gas,
and NAPL phases. Flow of fluid phases is computed from Darcy's law. Transport of phase
components is computed from a modified form of Fick's law, where a combined difrusion-
dispersion coefficient replaces the classical Fickian diffusion coefficient.
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3.5 Energy Conservation Equation

The energy conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.5.1), equates the time rate of
change of energy within a control volume with the flux of energy crossing the control volume
surface. In the STOMP simulator, thermal energy is partitioned, according to thermal equilibrium
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conditions, among the fluid and solid phases. The thermal capacitance of unconnected pore
space, represented by the difference between the total and diffusive porosity, is computed as it is
filled with liquid water. Heat transfer occurs by advection of phase mass, diffusion of
component mass, and thermal diffusion through the fluid and solid phases. Heat transfer by
hydraulic dispersion of flowing fluid phases is neglected. Enhanced vapor transport is
incorporated through enhancement factors for component diffusion through the gas phase.
Energy associated with component mass sources are included as internal heat generation sources.
Reference states for enthalpy and internal energy are component dependent. Latent heat
transport is considered through vapor transport through the gas phase and equilibrium
thermodynamics.
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3.6 Salt Mass Conservation Equation

The salt mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.6.1), equates the time rate of
change of salt mass within a control volume with the flux of salt mass crossing the control volume
surface. In the STOMP simulator, salt mass is partitioned among the fluid and solid phases
assuming thermodynamic and geochemical equilibrium conditions. This assumption implies that
the time scales for thermodynamic and geochemical equilibrium are short compared against those
for salt transport. For geologic media, this assumption is generally appropriate. Salt transport
occurs by advection and diffusion-dispersion through the aqueous phase. Solubility of salt in the
gas phase is neglected. This formulation neglects an effect known as pressure diffusion [Bird et
al. 1960], which accounts for dispersive salt mass flux due to phase pressure gradients.
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3.7 Solute Mass Conservation Equation

The solute mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.7.1), equates the time rate
of change of solute mass within a control volume with the flux of solute mass crossing the control
volume surface. In the STOMP simulator, solute mass is partitioned among the fluid and solid
phases assuming thermodynamic and geochemical equilibrium conditions. This assumption
implies that the time scales for thermodynamic and geochemical equilibrium are short compared
against those for solute transport. For geologic media, this assumption is generally appropriate.
Solute transport occurs by advection and diffusion-dispersion through the aqueous phase, gas
phase, and NAPL. Radioactive chain decay of solutes is computed using first-order decay
kinetics. Solute mass conservation equations are solved sequentially with progeny solutes
preceding parent solutes. Progeny solute production rates are computed from parent decay rates
and chain decay fractions.
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4.0 Constitutive Relations

4.1 Introduction

Constitutive relations are functions that relate the primary unknowns of the governing
equations to the associated secondary variables. Each governing equation is solved for a single
variable that is referred to as the primary unknown. The remaining variables in the governing
equation are referred to as secondary variables. A closed system requires that all of the
secondary variables be computable from the set of primary unknowns. In the STOMP simulator
primary variables (unknowns) for a particular governing equation can vary between operational
modes and phase conditions; however, the set of primary unknowns is fixed for each operational
mode and phase condition combination. Primary unknowns are macroscopic properties that fix
the physical state of the system. The thermodynamic state of the system is independent of the
path by which the system arrived at the given state; however, the saturation state of the system
may be dependent on the prior saturation history. Secondary variables include intensive and
extensive properties (e.g., phase saturation, phase relative permeability, porosity, tortuosity,
viscosity, density, enthalpy, saturated vapor pressures, vapor mass fractions, and diffusion
coefficients). Because secondary variables are often computed in terms of other secondary
variables, the calculation order for secondary variables is critical to closing the thermodynamic
and hydrologic system. Each operational mode and phase condition combination follows a
specified sequence for computing secondary variables from the primary variables. This section
documents the functions available in the STOMP simulator for computing secondary variables.
The subsections are ordered in the most frequent calculation sequence for secondary variables.

4.2 Gas-Phase Pressure

For liquid-vapor equilibrium conditions the vapor pressure exerted by a component can
be computed from the saturated vapor pressure of the component as a function of temperature
and the component's molar concentration in the liquid phase. Because of the low solubility
assumption associated with the STOMP simulator for oil solubility in the aqueous phase, the
water vapor pressure equals its saturated vapor pressure. For hydrologic saturation conditions
with strong capillary pressures, the saturated water vapor pressure is lowered according to the
vapor pressure lowering formulation [Nitao 1988]. Compositional NAPL contains a mixture of
liquid-oil components. According to Raoult's Rule for multicomponent, multiphase equilibrium
[Van Wylen and Sonntag 1978] the vapor pressure for each oil is computed from its saturated
vapor pressure and mole fraction in the NAPL phase, where each component's saturated vapor
pressure is computed as a function of temperature.
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4.2.1 Water Vapor Pressure

The STOMP simulator assumes the presence of liquid water and the equilibrium
condition of liquid water and water vapor. Water vapor pressure is computed from saturated
water vapor pressure as a function of temperature and the hydrologic aqueous saturation state.
Saturated water vapor pressure is computed as a function of temperature from the steam table
equations [ASME 1967], according to Equation (4.2.1). Numerical values of the critical
properties for water and saturated water vapor pressure function constants are listed in Tables
A.I and A. 2, of Appendix A, respectively. The saturated water vapor pressure function is
shown graphically in Figure (4.1). The water vapor pressure is computed as a function of the
saturated vapor pressure and capillary pressure from the expression for vapor pressure lowering
[Nitao 1988], according to Equation (4.2.2). The vapor pressure lowering function is shown
graphically in Figure (4.2). The effect of total system pressure on the vapor pressure, the
Poynting effect [Wark 1995], is computed using the assumption that the gas phase behaves as an
ideal solution and an ideal-gas mixture according to Equation (4.2.3). Water vapor pressure is
relatively insensitive to changes in total system pressure. For example, at 20 C a total system
pressure of over 1700 times the saturated vapor pressure value is required to yield a 3 percent
change in the vapor pressure.

Pslt = P? exp

where,
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4.2.2 Oil Vapor Pressure

Saturated oil vapor pressure is computed as a function of temperature by the Wagner
equations [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equations (4.2.4) through (4.2.7). Oil-saturated vapor
pressure function constants and critical properties of pressure and temperature are determined
experimentally and have been tabulated for numerous inorganic and organic compounds in Reid et
al. [1987]. It should be noted that Equation (4.2.5) is nonlinear and requires an iterative solution
technique. The saturated vapor pressure function for carbon tetrachloride is shown graphically in
Figure (4.3), according to Equation (4.2.4). Numerical values of vapor pressure function
constants and critical properties are listed in Table A.3 of Appendix A. Oil vapor pressure is
computed as a function of NAPL-phase concentration according to Raoult's Law [Van Wylen
and Sonntag 1978], according to Equation (4.2.7). The effect of total system pressure on the oil
vapor pressure and the Poynting effect [Wark 1995], is computed using the assumption that the
gas phase behaves as an ideal solution and an ideal gas mixture according to Equation (4.2.8).

*sat rc

where,
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4.2.3 Air Pressure

The air pressure is computed from Dalton's partial pressure law for ideal gas mixtures
[Van Wylen and Sonntag 1978], according to Equation (4.2.9).

n = p8 -
 pw

8 - n <4-
4.2.4 Brine Vapor Pressure

The vapor pressure depression that occurs with the addition of a solute to a pure solvent
for an ideal solution, is used to calculate the water vapor pressure above an aqueous solution of
sodium chloride according to Equation (4.2.10).

• pf =

4.3 Density

Gas-phase densities are computed according to Dalton's ideal gas law for mixtures [Van
Wylen and Sonntag 1978], where the sum of the gas component partial pressures equals the total
gas pressure. The low solubility assumption for air and oil solubility in the aqueous phase
allows the aqueous-phase density to be approximated with the density of liquid water.
Compositional NAPL contains a mixture of liquid-oil components. NAPL-phase density is
computed from the pure component liquid-oil densities and molar concentrations within the
NAPL phase.

4.3.1 Gas-Phase Density

Component vapor densities are computed according to the ideal gas law, as shown in
Equation (4.3.1). Gas-phase density equals the sum of the component densities, according to the
ideal gas law shown in Equation (4.3.2).

Pj

PJ
g = —f-, for j = w,a,o (4.3.1)
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j = w,a,o

4.3.2 Aqueous-Phase Density

Aqueous-phase density is computed as a function of temperature and pressure using the
steam table formulations [ASME 1967], as shown in Equation (4.3.3). With the low solubility
assumption, aqueous phase density is independent of dissolved component concentrations.
Numerical values of the constants shown in Equation (4.3.3) are listed in Table A.4 of
Appendix A. The aqueous-phase density function using the steam table formulation is shown
graphically in Figure 4.4. Values below the freezing point are used to compute subcooled
aqueous phase density for freezing conditions in the Water-Air-Energy operational mode.

Pi = vc
w {An a5 Z"5 / 1 7+ Al2 + Al3 T? + Al4 (r?f (4.3.3)
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4.3.3 NAPL-Phase Density

Liquid oil density for saturated conditions is computed as a function of temperature using
the Modified Rackett method [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.3.4). If an experimental
value for liquid density is available, then the recommended form of the Rackett function appears
as shown in Equation (4.3.5). The saturated liquid density function for carbon tetrachloride is
shown graphically in Figure 4.5. A correction for compressed conditions is made following the
Hankinson-Brobst-Thompson (HBT) technique [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.3.6).
Numerical values for the coefficients shown in Equation (4.3.6) are listed Table A.5 of
Appendix A. Compositional NAPL contains a mixture of liquid-oil components. NAPL-phase
density is computed as a function of the pure component liquid densities and molar
concentrations in the NAPL phase according to Equation (4.3.7). Alternatively, mixing rules for
the Rackett equation have been published [Reid et al. 1987] which define the critical pressure,
critical temperature, and critical compressibility for a liquid mixtures, according to Equations
(4.3.8) through (4.3.10) respectively. NAPL-phase density for a compositional NAPL is then
computed as a function of temperature and pressure using the Modified Rackett and HBT
methods shown in Equations (4.3.4) through (4.3.6) by substituting the mixture critical
properties for the component critical properties.

P°sat =
R° T°c
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,-1

(4.3.4)

where,
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4.3.4 Ice Density

Ice density is computed as a function of temperature from empirical correlation of
ASHRAE [1977] data, according to Equation (4.3.10). The correlation is valid over the
temperature range from -100 C to 0 C.

Pi = [1.06472 *10~3 +1.23173x 10~8 7 + 3.0203* 10"10 T2]~* (4.3.11)

4.3.5 Brine Density

Liquid density for an aqueous solution of sodium chloride is computed as a function of
salt mass fraction from an empirical relation [Leijnse 1992] according to Equation (4.3.11), where
the aqueous density is computed as a function of temperature and pressure according to
Equation (4.10).

pf = p^ exp(o. 7 o)f) (4.3.12)

4.4 Mass and Mole Fractions

Aqueous-phase component fractions are computed assuming equilibrium conditions and
low solubilities of dissolved components according to Henry's Law [Reid et al. 1987]. Gas-
phase component fractions are computed from the ratio of component vapor density to gas-
phase density. Zero solubilities are assumed for water and air components in the NAPL phase.
Compositional NAPL contains mixtures of liquid-oil components. For a compositional NAPL
phase the component partial pressures are the primary unknowns for all but one oil mass
conservation equation. Conversion between mass and mole fraction is computed according to
Equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2).

al

y = k (4 A 1)4
M

k = w,a,o
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Mk
(4-4.2)

k = w,a,o

4.4.1 Gas-Phase Component Fractions

Gas-phase mass fraction is computed from the ratio of component vapor density to gas-
phase density for water and oils, according to Equation (4.4.3). Component vapor density and
gas-phase density are computed as a function of component partial pressure and temperature
according to Equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), respectively. Gas-phase mass fractions sum to one;
therefore, the air mass fraction is computed according to Equation (4.4.4).

(o{ = -L, for j = w,o (4.4.3)

wi (4A4)

j = w,o

4.4.2 Aqueous-Phase Component Fractions

Aqueous-phase mole fraction is computed assuming equilibrium conditions and low
solubilities for the dissolution of air and oils in water. Under these conditions, the partial
pressure of a component in the gas phase is proportional to its mole fraction in the aqueous
phase, through a temperature and pressure-dependent proportional constant known as Henry's
constant [Sandier 1989]. Henry's law relates the air and oil component partial pressures to their
mole fraction concentrations in the aqueous phase. Henry's law is limited to low solubilities
because at moderate to high solute concentrations Henry's constant becomes dependent on solute
concentration. Aqueous-phase mole fractions for air and oil components are computed according
to Equation (4.4.5). The solubility of a component in water is typically a complex function of
temperature which may decrease or increase with temperature. Generally, the solubility of oils
increase with increasing temperature; whereas the solubility of noncondensible gases (e.g., air)
decrease with increasing temperature. With adequate experimental data the functional
dependence of aqueous solubility on temperature may be included, with the general form for
temperature dependence shown in Equation (4.4.6). In the absence of adequate experimental
solubility data, Henry's constant for a slightly soluble oil can be estimated from a single
measurement of aqueous solubility and saturated vapor pressure [Reid et al 1987], according to
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Equation (4.4.7). Aqueous-phase mole fractions sum to one; therefore, the water mole fraction is
computed according to Equation (4.4.8).

Pj

XJ
e = - f" , for j = a,o (4.4.5)

Hgl

H°ge =% (4.4.6)

X° = a + bT + cT2 + dT3 (4.4.7)

Ze = I" £ * / '(4A8)
j = a,o

4.4.3 NAPL-Phase Component Fractions

The solubilities of air and water in the NAPL phase are assumed to be very small and are
neglected in the STOMP simulator. Compositional NAPL contains mixtures of liquid-oil
components. For compositional NAPL the component partial pressures are the primary
unknowns for all but one oil mass conservation equation. Conversion between component partial
pressure and component mole fraction in the NAPL phase is computed assuming equilibrium
conditions using Raoult's law, as shown in Equation (4.4.9). The remaining uncomputed
component mole fraction in the NAPL phase is determined from the requirement that the sum of
the mole fractions equals one, as shown in Equation (4.4.10).

Pg = X°n P°sat (4-4.9)

(4.4.10)

4.4.4 Salt Solubility

Saturated solubilities in aqueous solutions for solutes that ionize either completely (e.g.,
strong salts like sodium chloride) or partially (e.g., sulfur dioxide and acetic acid) are computed as
a function of temperature from empirical fits [Reid et al. 1987] of experimental data, according to
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Equation (4.4.11). Saturated solubility for salt (sodium chloride) in water as a function of
temperature is shown in Figure 4.6 against experimental data [ Linke 1965].

In (of) = a + — + c In (Tr) + dTr (4.4.11)

where,

4.5 Viscosity

Gas-phase viscosity is dependent on composition, temperature, and pressure. The
STOMP simulator computes gas-phase viscosity with an extension of the Chapman-Enskog
theory for multicomponent gas mixtures at low densities [Reid et al. 1987]. Aqueous-phase
viscosity is assumed independent of composition, and is determined for pure water as a function
of temperature and pressure from the steam table formulations [ASME 1967]. Liquid oil
viscosity is determined from the Lewis-Squires chart formulation [Reid et al. 1987].
Compositional NAPL contains mixtures of liquid-oil components. For compositional NAPL the
liquid viscosity is computed using the Grunberg and Nissan method for liquid mixtures [Reid et
al. 1987].

4.5.1 Gas-Phase Viscosity

Gas-phase viscosity depends on composition and temperature according to an extension
of the Chapman-Enskog theory, which was proposed by Wilke for multicomponent gas mixtures
at low densities [Bird et al. I960]. This semi-empirical expression combines component vapor
viscosities, gas-phase mole fractions, and component molecular weights into a gas mixture
viscosity. Component vapor viscosities are computed separately as a function of temperature
and pressure. Air component viscosity is determined as a function of temperature from empirical
correlations [ASHRAE 1977], according to Equation (4.5.1). Water vapor viscosity is computed
from the steam table formulations [ASME 1967], according to Equation (4.5.2). Oil vapor
viscosity is determined as a function of temperature and pressure from the Corresponding States
method [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.5.3). Component vapor viscosities,
expressed in Equations (4.5.1) through (4.5.3) for air, water, and carbon tetrachloride,
respectively, are shown graphically in Figure 4.7. The computed component vapor viscosities
are subsequently combined, according to the modified Chapman-Enskog theory, to determine the
gas-phase viscosity, as shown in Equation (4.5.4).
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where,

Mk

: N-l/2
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1/4

4.5.2 Aqueous-Phase Viscosity

Aqueous phase viscosity is computed using the low solubility assumption as a function
of temperature from an empirical expression for liquid water viscosity [Yaws et al. 1976],
according to Equation (4.5.5). Aqueous-phase viscosity as expressed in Equation (4.5.5) is
shown graphically in Figure 4.8.

pe = exp|-24.71 •+ 4 2 0 9 ° + 0.04527 T - 3.376xl0~5 T2\ X 10"3 (4.5.5)

4.5.3 NAPL-Phase Viscosity

Liquid oil viscosity is computed from empirical functions depending on the available data.
If an experimentally determined value for liquid viscosity is known, then the variation with
temperature is determined according to the Lewis-Squire chart formulation [Reid et al. 1987],
shown in Equation (4.5.6). Errors associated with computing the liquid oil viscosity from
Equation (4.5.6) can approach 15%. Constants have also been published [Reid et al. 1987], that
allow the estimation of liquid oil viscosity according to the forms shown in Equations (4.5.7)
through (4.5.9), where the empirical constants are determined experimentally. Few estimation
techniques exist for determining NAPL-phase viscosity for a mixture of oils. Those available are
limited to values of reduced temperature below 0.7. Moreover, at these temperatures NAPL-
phase viscosity is sensitive to the structure of the constituent molecules, which requires
estimation techniques for computing interaction parameters. The STOMP simulator uses the
Grunberg and Nissan method [Reid et al. 1987] to determine NAPL-phase viscosity for a mixture
of liquid oils, shown in Equation (4.5.10). NAPL-phase viscosity, expressed in Equation (4.5.9),
for saturated liquid carbon tetrachloride is shown graphically in Figure 4.9.
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(4.5.7)

(4.5.8)

(4.5.9)

(4.5.10)

4.5.4 Brine Viscosity

Liquid viscosity of an aqueous solution of sodium chloride is strongly dependent on the
salt mass fraction and is computed as a function of salt mass fraction from an empirical relation
[Leijnse 1992] according to Equation (4.5.11), where the aqueous phase viscosity is computed as
a function of temperature according to Equation (4.5.5).

1.0 +1.85 of+ 4.1 +44.5(ß)f)~ (4.5.11)

4.6 Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Gas-phase enthalpy and internal energy are computed by combining component vapor
quantities according to mass fraction weighting. The low solubility assumption for dissolved air
and oils allows the aqueous-phase enthalpy and internal energy to be approximated with
quantities for liquid water. Compositional NAPL contains a mixture of liquid-oil components.
NAPL-phase enthalpy and internal energy are computed from liquid oil quantities and mass
fractions in the NAPL phase. Reference states vary among the components, but not between
phases for a particular component. For water, the internal energy of liquid water at saturated
conditions and 0.01 C is assigned the reference value of 0 J/kg. For air, the internal energy at 0 C
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is assigned the reference value of 0 J/kg. For oil components, the internal energy of liquid oil at
saturated conditions and 0 C is assigned the reference value of 0 J/kg.

4.6.1 Gas-Phase Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Gas-phase enthalpy and internal energy are computed from component vapor quantities
and gas-phase mass fractions [Falta et al. 1990a], according to Equations (4.6.1) and (4.6.2).
Water vapor enthalpy is computed from the steam table formulations as a function of
temperature and pressure, according to Equation (4.6.3). Numerical values of the water vapor
constants are listed in Tables A.6 through A.8 of Appendix A. Water vapor internal energy is
computed from its enthalpy using the thermodynamic relationship [Van Wylen and Sonntag
1978] shown in Equation (4.6.4). Water vapor enthalpy and internal energy as a function of
temperature for saturated conditions according to Equations (4.6.3) and (4.6.4) are shown
graphically in Figure 4.10. In the STOMP simulator, air is considered a noncondensible gas,
therefore its enthalpy is computed as a function of temperature and pressure from the
thermodynamic property relationship [Van Wylen and Sonntag 1978] shown in Equation (4.6.5).
By neglecting the variation in the constant-volume specific heat with temperature and assigning
the reference point for air as the internal energy at 0 C, the air internal energy is computed
according to Equation (4.6.6).

• I «J 4
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The reference state for both liquid and vapor oil is the internal energy of liquid oil at 0 C
under saturated conditions. Oil vapor enthalpy is computed as the sum of the oil liquid enthalpy
and the latent heat of vaporization as shown in Equation (4.6.7). The change in vapor enthalpy
between saturated conditions and superheated conditions for an ideal gas equals zero; therefore,
the oil vapor enthalpy is only a function of temperature. Liquid oil enthalpy is computed as a
function of temperature [Van Wylen and Sonntag 1978] according to Equation (4.6.8), where the
integral is evaluated with a two-point Gauss-Legendre quadature method [Carnahan et al. 1969].
The liquid-specific heat is computed as a function of temperature from the ideal specific heat
according to the Rowlinson-Bondi method [Reid et al. 1987], as shown in Equation (4.6.9).
Coefficients for the ideal liquid-specific heat are empirically determined constants, developed
from the method of Joback and published for numerous organic and inorganic compounds by
Reid et al. [1987]. The heat of vaporization for oils is computed in two stages. During the first
stage, the heat of vaporization for the normal boiling point is computed following the method of
Chen [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.6.10). In the second stage, the heat of
vaporization for temperatures, other than the normal boiling point, is computed following a
correction method developed by Watson [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.6.11). Oil
vapor internal energy is computed from its enthalpy using the thermodynamic relationship [Van
Wylen and Sonntag 1978] shown in Equation (4.6.12). Vapor enthalpy and internal energy for
carbon tetrachloride as a function of temperature for saturated conditions, are presented
Equations (4.6.7) and (4.6.12) and shown graphically in Figure 4.11.

K ~ K. + Kap (4.6.7)

(4.6.8)

where,

K =
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4.6.2 Aqueous-Phase Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Aqueous-phase enthalpy and internal energy are computed using the low solubility
assumption as a function of temperature from the steam table formulations [ASME 1967],
according to Equation (4.6.13). The reference point for the aqueous phase and water vapor
enthalpy and internal energy is the internal energy of liquid water at 0.01 C. Because water is
nearly incompressible, the difference between aqueous-phase enthalpy and internal energy are
neglected. Numerical values of the constants shown in Equation (4.6.13) are listed in Table A.4
of Appendix A. Aqueous-phase enthalpy is shown graphically in Figure 4.12.
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4.6.3 NAPL-Phase Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Liquid-oil enthalpy is computed as a function of temperature [Van Wylen and Sonntag
1978] according to Equation (4.6.8), where the integral is evaluated with a two-point Gauss-
Legendre quadature method [Carnahan et al. 1969]. The liquid-specific heat is computed as a
function of temperature from the ideal specific heat according to the Rowlinson-Bondi method
[Reid et al. 1987], as shown in Equation (4.6.9). Coefficients for the ideal liquid-specific heat are
empirically determined constants, developed from the method of Joback and published for
numerous organic and inorganic compounds by Reid et al. [1987]. The reference state for both
liquid and vapor oil is the internal energy of liquid oil at 0 C under saturated conditions.
Saturated liquid enthalpy for carbon tetrachloride, as a function of temperature according to
Equation (4.6.8), is shown graphically in Figure 4.13. NAPL-phase enthalpy for a mixture of
liquid oils is computed from the mass fraction weighted sum of the oil component liquid
enthalpies shown in Equation (4.6.14).

(4.6.14)

4.6.4 Ice Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Ice enthalpy is computed as a function of temperature from empirical correlation of
ASHRAE [1977] data, according to Equation (4.6.15). The correlation is valid over the
temperature range from -100 C to 0 C. The reference point for the ice enthalpy and internal
energy is the internal energy of liquid water at 0.01 C. Because ice is nearly incompressible, the
difference between ice enthalpy and internal energy is neglected.

^ = ut = -6.36443x 105 +1.14468* 102 T+ 3.64104T2 (4.6.15)

4.6.5 Brine Enthalpy and Internal Energy

Liquid enthalpy for a aqueous solution of sodium chloride is computed as a function of
temperature and salt concentration using empirical corrections [Pitzer et al. 1984] to the ideal
solution equation for enthalpy of dilution and solution according to Equation (4.6.16). The
reference states for Equation (4.6.16) are the internal energy of liquid water at 0.01 C for water
and crystalline solid at 298.15 K for salt (NaCl). The standard state enthalpy for salt as a
function of temperature is computed from the empirical expression shown in Equation (4.6.17)
and graphically in Figure 4.14. The excess enthalpy for salt, as a function of temperature and salt
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concentration is computed from the empirical expression shown in Equation (4.6.18) and
graphically in Figure 4.15.

hf = - -, > V 1 (4.6.16)

(i-Xe)Mw+xs
eM

s

where,

Ahf = 3883 Jl mol = 66.4410 Jl g

77.734-0.60371 T- 0.0015662 T2 -1.3913 x KT6 T3 (4.6.17)

where,

/? = 8.1344 7/ mol K

s s
cT2+dT3 (4.6.18)

RT

where,

a = 185.116 + 71.6835 exp (-15.8738 xf) +18.797 exp (-138.055

b = 0.685477 - 0.492508 exp (-20.6543 xf) - 0.123717 exp (-210.741 xf)

c = - 0.0016534 + 0.0011433 exp (-22.285 xf) + 0.0003252 exp (-213.52 xf)

d = 1.3951 x 10"6 - 9.356 x 10"7 exp (-23.291 xf) - 2-9154 x 10"7 exp (-215.25 xf)
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4.7 Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of multiple-phase geologic-media system depends on the
volumetric proportions of the fluid and solid phases, the configuration and structure of the solid
particles, the interfacial contact between the fluid and solid phases, and the thermal conductivities
of the phase components [Jury et al. 1991]. Generally, for geologic media, the thermal
conductivity of the solid phase is an order of magnitude greater than the liquid phases and
another order of magnitude greater than the gas phase. NAPL-phase thermal conductivity is
generally lower than that of the aqueous phase. Data collected from two-phase geologic-media
systems by Jury et al. [1991] have revealed important characteristics with respect to thermal
conductivity in porous media. Thermal conductivity rises with increasing surface contact
between soil particles and increasing bulk density. The presence of liquid water between soil
particles greatly improves the thermal contact between particles and displaces the relatively
poor, thermally conductive gas phase. Thermal conductivity changes more rapidly with liquid
saturation at lower saturations, whereas the change in thermal conductivity near saturated
conditions is asymptotic.

4.7.1 Effective Thermal Conductivity

The STOMP simulator offers three thermal conductivity function options for two-phase
systems and a single function for three-phase systems. Two-phase systems refer to geologic
media containing water and air components, whereas three-phase systems refer to geologic media
with either water, oil, and air components or water, ice, and air components. In both two- and
three-phase systems, thermal conduction through the gas phase is neglected, because of the
relatively low thermal conductivity of gas compared with the solid and liquid phases. For
geologic media, the thermal conductivity of the solid phase is frequently anisotropic; therefore
the effective thermal conductivity of a multiple-phase geologic-media system is computed as
anisotropic. For two-phase systems, the effective thermal conductivity function options are
modified DeVries, linear, and Somerton [Somerton et al. 1973,1974]. The DeVries [1966]
empirical model for the thermal conductivity uses empirical weighting factors based on the soil
according to Equation (4.7.1). The modified DeVries model computes the effective thermal
conductivity as the phase fraction weighted sum of the phase thermal conductivities according to
Equation (4.7.2), where the DeVries weighting factors equal one. The linear model computes the
effective thermal conductivity as the aqueous-saturation scaled average between the unsaturated
and saturated effective thermal conductivities, according to Equation (4.7.3). The Somerton mode
computes the effective thermal conductivity as the square root of the aqueous-saturation scaled
average between the unsaturated and saturated effective thermal conductivities, according to
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Equation (4.7.4). For three-phase systems, the effective thermal conductivity is computed from
a parallel model, according to Equation (4.7.5) for water, oil, and air systems and Equation (4.7.6)
for water, ice, and air systems.

n

Z ^ I I I

K = Zf7J C4-7-1)
f.OCySy
7=1

K = K 0 - nr) + h [nT ~ nD f1 ~ */)] (4.7.2)

ke = ke +Sf (ke -ke ) (4.7.3)

ke = kCm + ^ (kesat-Kun) (4-7.4)

ke = ks (1 — rifj + k( Yrij — rip [I — Sf H + kn sn (4.7.5)

ke = ks (1 - nT) + ke [nT -nD(\- st)] + kt st (4.7.6)

4.7.2 Liquid Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of liquid water is computed as a function of temperature and
pressure from the steam table formulations [ASME 1967], according to Equation (4.7.6).
Numerical values of the constants shown in Equation (4.7.6) are listed in Table A.9 of
Appendix A. Liquid-oil thermal conductivity is computed as a function of temperature according
to the method of Sato and Riedel [Reid et al. 1987] as shown in Equation (4.7.7). The thermal
conductivities function for saturated liquid water and saturated liquid carbon tetrachloride are
shown graphically in Figure 4.16. Thermal conductivities of liquid mixtures are typically less
than those predicted by either mole or mass fraction averages, although the deviations are often
small. NAPL-phase thermal conductivity for a mixture of liquid oils is computed according to
the method of Li [Reid et al. 1987], as shown in Equation (4.7.8).

k = i=u. i U=y i ^_ey (4.7.6)
1 103
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(4.7.7)

(4.7.8)

where,

•* i+ i

„..,. A T I / t

4.7.3 Ice Thermal Conductivity

Ice thermal conductivity is computed as a function of temperature from empirical
correlation of data from Dickerson et al. [1969], according to Equation (4.7.9). The correlation is
valid over the temperature range from -100 C to 0 C.

f = 7.39519- 2.86936 xlO~2T + 3.54452 x IO~5 T (4.7.9)

4.7.4 Brine Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity for aqueous solutions of sodium chloride are computed as a
function of temperature, pressure, and salt concentration using an empirical correlation
[Washburn et al. 1929], according to Equation (4.7.10).

kf = ^ ( l -0 .248«/) (4.7.10)
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4.8 Diffusion Coefficients

Diffusion in geologic media refers to the net transport of material within a single phase in
the absence of advective mixing. The diffusion described in this section refers to that which
results from concentration gradients within a single phase. Diffusion coefficients represent the
proportionality between the flux of a diffusing component and its gradient within a single phase.
With the low solubility assumption for the aqueous phase, diffusion of air and oils through the
aqueous phase is computed with binary liquid diffusion coefficients for dilute solutes. The gas
phase contains variable proportions of air, water vapor, and oil vapors. Diffusion through the
gas phase is computed from multicomponent diffusion coefficients which are component
concentration dependent. Multicomponent diffusion coefficients for the gas phase are computed
by combining the gas-phase binary diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution through a method
proposed by Wilke [Reid et al. 1987]. Water and air are assumed insoluble in the NAPL phase;
therefore dissolved water and air diffusion through the NAPL phase is neglected. Diffusion of
oil components through NAPL-phase mixtures of liquid oils is computed from multicomponent
liquid mixture diffusion coefficients, which are dependent on the NAPL-phase composition.
Multicomponent liquid mixture diffusion coefficients are computed from binary diffusion
coefficients at infinite dilution with a modification of the Wilke and Chang method [Reid et al.
1987].

4.8.1 Gas-Phase Diffusion Coefficient

Gas-phase diffusion coefficients are computed from dilute binary diffusion coefficients
and gas-phase mole fractions, according to the method by Wilke [Reid et al. 1987] and as shown
in Equations (4.8.1) and (4.8.2), for water vapor and oil-component vapor, respectively. Air
diffusion through the gas phase is computed from the mass conservation requirement that the net
diffusive flux sum to zero, as shown in Equation (4.8.3). Gas-phase binary diffusion coefficients
are computed as a function of temperature and pressure from reference values [Vargaftik 1975] or
using the empirical method of Wilke and Lee [Reid et al. 1987]. The reference method of
Vargaftik is shown in Equation (4.8.4), where association factors for air-water and air-oil of 1.8
and 1.6, respectively, are recommended. In the absence of reference diffusion coefficients, gas-
phase binary diffusion coefficients are estimated using the method of Wilke and Lee [Reid et al.
1987], as shown in Equation (4.8.5). The gas-phase binary diffusion coefficient as a function of
temperature for water and carbon tetrachloride vapor, is shown graphically in Figure 4.17 for 1
arm pressure.
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(4.8.4)

3.03 - 0.98 - 2 ) r3 / 2
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(4.8.5)
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4.8.2 Aqueous-Phase Diffusion Coefficient

With the low solubility assumption for air and oil dissolution in the aqueous phase,
diffusion coefficients for diffusive transport through the aqueous phase are computed from
binary liquid diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution. This assumption implies that each
molecule of dissolved air or oil diffuses through an aqueous environment of essentially pure
water. Typically engineering practices apply diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution for solute
concentrations up to 10 % molar concentration. Aqueous-phase diffusion coefficients are
computed from the method of Wilke and Chang [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.8.6).
Water diffusion through the aqueous phase is computed from the mass conservation requirement
that the net diffusive flux sum is zero, as shown in Equation (4.8.7).

•• 7.4xl0~1 5(2.6M,)1 / 2 T
Di = -* "—nT-, for j = a,o (4.8.6)

' 1 0 4 8 Y ^ ' " ' • ' • ' ' v '
0.285

= 0 (4.8.7)
\ Mf ~ " )

j = w,a,o

4.8.3 NAPL-Phase Diffusion Coefficient

In the STOMP simulator, air and water are considered insoluble in NAPL phase.
Component diffusion occurs in the NAPL phase for mixtures of liquid oils. In a binary NAPL
phase, mixture a single diffusion coefficient is sufficient to express the proportionality between
diffusive component flux and the molar concentration gradient. In a compositional NAPL phase,
the flux of a single oil component is dependent on the molar concentration gradients of 1 minus
the number of oil components in the liquid mixture. For example, the flux of a component in a
ternary system depends on the molar concentration gradients of two components. In
multicomponent liquid systems, main coefficients relate the diffusion rate of a component to its
gradient, whereas cross coefficients relate the diffusion rate of a component to the gradient in
another component. When dealing with multicomponent systems with more than two
components, there are no convenient and simple estimation methods for estimating these main
and cross coefficients [Reid et al. 1987]. For binary NAPL phases, diffusion coefficients are
computed from the method of Vignes [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.8.8). The
thermodynamic correction factor, shown in Equation (4.8.8), corrects the expression for diffusive
flux. The diffusion coefficient indicates that the flux of a diffusing component is proportional to
the concentration gradient. Diffusion, however, should be expressed by the gradient in chemical
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potential. The thermodynamic correction factor makes this adjustment. For gases, this
correction factor is typically close to unity and neglected; however, for liquid mixtures it is
generally applied.

(4.8.8)

where,

k
n
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4.9 Porosity and Tortuosity

The STOMP simulator makes uses of three porosity types: effective, diffusive, and total.
Effective porosity refers to interconnected pore spaces associated with gross fluid flow.
Diffusive porosity refers to all interconnected pore spaces. Total porosity refers to both isolated
and connected pore spaces. Isolated pore spaces are assumed to be filled with liquid water. All
saturations are defined with respect to the diffusive porosity. The liquid contained within the
pore space, represented by the difference between the diffusive and effective porosities, equals
the residual moisture content. This residual moisture content is a function of capillary pressure
and consequentially not strictly an immobile fluid. Changes in porosity occur through changes in
system pressure [Leijnse 1992], according to Equations (4.9.1) and (4.9.2), where the porous
media compressibility is computed from the coefficient of specific storage.

nD = l-(l-nD)cxp(-aP(P-P)) (4.9.1)
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nT = l-(l-nT)exp(-ccp(P-P)) (4.9.2)

where,

aP = zr^-noßp
P8

Diffusive flux in porous media is computed from a modified expression for Fickian
diffusion using phase tortuosities [Jury et al. 1991]. In the STOMP simulator, tortuosities are
computed from the methods of Millington and Quirk [1959], which were based on theoretical
pore-size distribution models for partially saturated and fully saturated two-phase systems.
These expressions, extended for three-phase systems are shown in Equation (4.9.3).

*Y = (nZ>)10/3 (*y)4/3 ' f°r r = ?>8>n (4-9.3)

4.10 Saturation

Saturations are computed from scaled pressure differences between phases. These
functions are collectively referred to as the soil moisture retention functions or soil moisture
characteristics. Numerous empirical functions have been published that relate saturation with
various capillary pressures. The soil moisture retention functions, available with the STOMP
simulator, depend on the operational mode and, in particular, the system of phases. Saturation
functions can be classified as hysteretic or nonhysteretic. In hysteretic functions, effects of
saturation history, saturation direction (e.g., wetting or draining), and nonwetting fluid
entrapment are considered. In nonhysteretic functions, these phenomena are neglected. In
general, the hysteretic functions are numerically complex, requiring additional execution time and
memory compared with their nonhysteretic counterparts. The following sections describe
available nonhysteretic and hysteretic saturation functions according to the system of phases. In
all phase systems, the summation of phase saturations equal one. Aqueous-NAPL-gas systems
are assumed to have a decreasing wettability order from aqueous to NAPL to gas. In aqueous-
ice-gas systems, ice is assumed to be completely entrapped by the aqueous phase with no gas-ice
interfaces.
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4.10.1 Aqueous-Gas Systems

The following sections describe nonhysteretic and hysteretic soil moisture retention
functions for aqueous-gas systems. Beyond the listed functions, the STOMP simulator also
allows the description of the saturation function for aqueous-gas systems through tabular data.
Unless specifically stated, the described functions refer to nonhysteretic systems. For aqueous-
gas systems, actual aqueous saturations are computed in terms of effective aqueous saturations,
according to Equation (4.10.1), where the effective minimum aqueous saturation is computed as a
function of aqueous-gas capillary pressure, as shown in Equation (4.10.2).

= st t1 ~ sm) sm (4.10.1)

sm = 1 - Pi 8
l n (hod)

(4.10.2)

4.10.1.1 Van Genuchten Function

The van Genuchten function [van Genuchten 1980] relates the gas-aqueous capillary
pressure to the effective aqueous saturation through two correlation parameters, according to
Equation (4.10.3). The n and m correlation parameters for the van Genuchten function can be
related depending on the chosen function for relative permeability. Typically, these parameters
are related, as shown in Equation (4.10.3). An example of the van Genuchten function is shown
graphically in Figure 4.18.

a
-\\n

_
Pi 8

-m

for [Pg - Pt] > 0 (4.10.3)

= 1 for [Pg - P(] < 0

where,

m = 1
n
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4.10.1.2 Brooks and Corey Function

The Brooks and Corey function [Brooks and Corey 1966] for aqueous-gas systems
relates the gas-aqueous capillary pressure to the effective aqueous saturation with two correlation
parameters, according to Equation (4.10.4). The first parameter, yr, is referred to as the entry
head and equals the minimum drainage capillary head for which a continuous nonwetting phase
(e.g., gas phase) exits. The second parameter, A, is related to the pore-size distribution within
the porous media. An example of the Brooks and Corey function for aqueous-gas systems is
shown graphically in Figure 4.19.

se =

- Pe

Pi 8 for (Pg - Pe) > iff (4.10.4)

= l for (Pg - Pe) <

4.10.1.3 Dual Porosity Functions

Dual porosity functions or equivalent continuum models for aqueous-gas systems relate
the gas-aqueous capillary pressure to the bulk aqueous saturation for fractured geologic media
through two functions [Klavetter and Peters 1986; Nitao 1988]. One function relates the gas-
aqueous capillary pressure to the matrix aqueous saturation and the other relates the gas-aqueous
capillary pressure to the fracture aqueous saturation. The pivotal assumption associated with
the dual porosity function is that the fracture and matrix pressures are in equilibrium. This
assumption neglects transient fracture-matrix interactions. Fracture and matrix effective
saturations can be computed with either van Genuchten or Brooks and Corey functions (Sections
4.10.1.1 and 4.10.1.2). The bulk aqueous saturation is computed by combining the fracture and
matrix aqueous saturations and diffusive porosities, as shown in Equation (4.10.5), where the
actual saturations are computed from effective saturations, according to Equations (4.10.6) and
(4.10.7). An example of a dual porosity function, using the van Genuchten and Brooks and
Corey saturation functions for aqueous-gas systems, is shown graphically in Figures 4.20 and
4.21, respectively.

s( = .
(' - •">/) nD m

nDf nDfj nD

(4.10.5)

m
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(4-10.7)

4.10.1.4 Hysteretic Van Genuchten Function

The theoretical model for hysteretic saturation functions for aqueous-gas systems was
developed by Parker and Lenhard [1987]. The model includes effects of gas entrapment during
aqueous-phase imbibition and hysteretic scanning paths. Gas entrapment during aqueous-phase
imbibition will depend on the aqueous saturation and current saturation path. The amount of
entrapped gas varies linearly between zero and the gas effective residual saturation with the
apparent saturation, which varies between the reversal point from main drainage to one. Gas
effective residual saturations are computed using an empirical relationship developed by Land
[1968] for aqueous-NAPL systems. Hysteresis in the saturation function is achieved by
employing different retention function parameters for the main drainage and imbibition scanning
paths. Arbitrary scanning paths are computed by tracking aqueous scanning path reversal points
and rescaling the main branch saturation functions to pass through previous reversal points. If a
previous scanning path reversal point is exceeded, then knowledge ofthat reversal point is cleared
and the next previous reversal points are used to construct the scanning path. In the hysteretic
model for aqueous-gas systems gas can be trapped or free, where free gas refers to continuous
volumes which advect freely and trapped gas refers to discontinuous ganglia of gas occluded
within the aqueous phase. Occluded gas is assumed to be immobile. The apparent aqueous
saturation equals the effective aqueous saturation plus effective trapped gas (gas) saturation, as
shown in Equation (4.10.8). The effective gas saturation equals the effective trapped and free gas
saturations, as shown in Equation (4.10.9). In hysteretic systems, the residual saturation is
independent of capillary pressure.

Jt = se + sgt( (4.10.8)

where,

ö, - sl ~ sm

h = %+he = f rr (4-109)
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In the Parker and Lenhard model for aqueous-gas systems, the hysteretic saturation
functions relate gas-aqueous capillary pressure to apparent aqueous saturations, according to
Equations (4.10.10) through (4.10.13), for the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey functions,
respectively. Imbibition and drainage subscripts refer to increasing and decreasing apparent
aqueous saturation paths, respectively. The effective trapped gas saturation is computed
according to Equation (4.10.14), where the gas effective residual saturation is computed from the
modified Land's model as shown in Equation (4.10.15).

se = 1 + \ad
Peg

\-m

(4.10.10)

Peg

\-m

(4.10.11)

H =

Pg-Pe

Wd
, for(Pg-Pe)> y/d

se = 1, for(Pg-Pe)<xifd

-i-A

Peg , for(pg-P()>

(4.10.12)

(4.10.13)

= U

(4.10.14)
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fgr( = i+"L , ' A ^ (4-10.15)

where,

S8rl

4.10.2 Aqueous-Ice-Gas Systems

The following sections describe nonhysteretic soil-moisture retention functions for
aqueous-ice-gas systems. For these systems, ice is assumed to be occluded by the aqueous
phase, with no gas-ice interfaces. The apparent aqueous saturation represents the ratio of free
aqueous saturation to the normalized free pore volume, according to Equation (4.10.16). The
unfrozen aqueous fraction is defined as the ratio of liquid aqueous saturation to total aqueous
saturation, according to Equation (4.10.17). The effective irreducible aqueous saturation is
defined as a function of the actual irreducible aqueous saturation and the unfrozen aqueous
fraction, according to Equation (4.10.18). The effective aqueous and gas saturations, used in the
relative permeability functions, are defined according to Equations (4.10.19) and (4.10.20),
respectively.

= = se-sm_ (4.10.16)

(4.10.17)

sm = sufsm (4.10.18)

l~sm
(4.10.19)

1 " sm (4.10.20)

Under freezing conditions, an assumption is made that thermodynamic equilibrium exists
between the ice and aqueous phases in porous media. An expression of thermodynamic
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equilibrium between the ice and aqueous phases in porous media, which accounts for the
difference between the ice pressure and the total potential of the aqueous phase, has been
developed by Loch [1977], according to Equation (4.10.21). The total potential of the aqueous
phase is the pressure one would measure in a soil aqueous solution with a tensiometer, if the
tensiometer cup were a perfect semipermeable membrane. The total pressure is defined as the
difference between the aqueous phase pressure and the osmotic pressure, as shown in
Equation (4.10.22). The osmotic pressure for dilute solutes is computed according to
Equation (4.10.23). Combining Equations (4.10.21) through (4.10.23) yields an expression for
the ice pressure as a function of temperature, aqueous pressure, and solute concentration, as
shown in Equation (4.10.24).

vi Pi ~vi Ptp ~ ~Ki
[fP

(4.10.21)

PtP = Pi ~ *

n = Ct R T

(4.10.22)

(4.10.23)

Pi = A
(Pe-CeRT)

~ Ki
fp

(4.10.24)

The soil moisture retention function that relates gas-aqueous capillary pressures to
aqueous saturations, can be used to predict the retention function of any two-phase interface by
interfacial-tension dependent scaling of the capillary pressures. Under freezing conditions, the
apparent aqueous saturation is computed from the gas-aqueous capillary pressure and the
fraction of unfrozen water is computed from the scaled ice-aqueous capillary pressure [Panday
and Corapcioglu 1994], where the scaling factor is computed from the ratios of interfacial
tensions [Lenhard 1994], according to Equation (4.10.25).

a _
"it -

a _
Pgl ~

s
(4.10.25)
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4.10.2.1 Van Genuchten Function

For freezing conditions, the van Genuchten function relates the gas-aqueous capillary
pressure to the apparent aqueous saturation and the scaled ice-aqueous capillary pressure to the
unfrozen aqueous-phase fraction, according to Equations (4.10.26) and (4.10.27), respectively.
The correlation parameters for the van Genuchten function are independent of phase-pgass and
can be determined from gas-aqueous retention data. Ice saturation, as a function of temperature
using the van Genuchten soil moisture retention function, is shown graphically in Figure 4.22, for
a constant total aqueous saturation of 0.9 and unfrozen solute concentrations of 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0
mol/L. The graphs in Figure 4.22 were generated by fixing the total aqueous saturation and the
unfrozen or base solute concentration. Solute concentrations in the aqueous phase increased with
increasing ice saturation, because of the a lack of solute absorption within the ice phase. Solute
concentrations in the aqueous phase as a function of temperature for unfrozen solute
concentrations of 1.0, and 2.0 mol/L, are shown graphically in Figure 4.23.

se =

se

1-+
P -P

Pi 8

—m

= 1, for[pg-Pe] < 0

, for [Pg - Pe] > 0 (4.10.26)

1+ or,

-m

Peg
, for [Pt - Pg] > 0 (4.10.27)

suf = 1, for [Pt -Pe] < 0

4.10.2.2 Brooks and Corey Function

For freezing conditions, the Brooks and Corey function relates the gas-aqueous capillary
pressure to the apparent aqueous saturation and the scaled ice-aqueous capillary pressure to the
unfrozen aqueous fraction, according to Equations (4.10.28) and (4.10.29), respectively. The
correlation parameters for the Brooks and Corey function are independent of phase-pgass and
can be determined from gas-aqueous retention data. Ice saturation, as a function of temperature
using the Brooks and Corey soil moisture retention function, is shown graphically in Figure 4.24,
for an apparent aqueous saturation of 0.9 and unfrozen solute concentrations of 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0
mol/L. The graphs in Figure 4.24 were generated by fixing the apparent aqueous saturation and
the unfrozen or base solute concentration. Solute concentrations in the aqueous phase increased
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with increasing ice saturation, because of a lack of solute absorption within the ice phase. Solute
concentrations in the aqueous phase, as a function of temperature for unfrozen solute
concentrations of 1.0 and 2.0 mol/L, are shown graphically in Figure 4.25.

sl =

-i-A

Pe 8

¥
, for ßge(Pg-Pe) (4.10.28)

= 1, for ßg((pg-Pe) < iff

S,,f =suf

-A

¥
, for ßie{Pi-Pt) (4.10.29)

suf = 1, for ßie(Pi-Pe)

4.10.3 Aqueous-NAPL-Gas Systems

The following sections describe nonhysteretic and hysteretic soil-moisture retention
functions for aqueous-NAPL-gas systems. The functions described herein follow the theoretical
models of Parker and Lenhard [1987]. Saturations are defined as functions of water-equivalent
scaled capillary heads, that are computed from differences in pressure across phase-pair
interfaces. For aqueous-NAPL-gas systems, three interfacial capillary heads are defined (i.e., gas-
aqueous, gas-NAPL, and NAPL-aqueous), according to Equations (4.10.30) through (4.10.32),
where the wettability order decreases from aqueous to NAPL to gas. Phase scaling factors are
computed from the ratio of interfacial tensions according to the theory of Lenhard [1994], as
shown in Equation (4.10.33), where the gas-aqueous is chosen as the reference fluid pgas.

(4.10.30)
Peg

hgn =
Peg

(4.10.31)
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Kl = % = ^ (4-10.32)
Peg

(4.10.33)

The Parker and Lenhard [1987] theory distingushes between actual, effective, and
apparent saturations. Actual saturations are defined as the ratio of fluid volume to diffusive pore
volume. Effective saturations represent normalized actual saturations based on the pore volumes
above the irreducible or minimum saturation of the wetting fluid (i.e., aqueous phase liquid).
Effective saturations for the aqueous-phase, NAPL, gas-phase, and total liquid, are defined
according to Equations (4.10.34) through (4.10.37), respectively. Apparent saturations are
defined in terms of effective saturations. Apparent saturations represent the effective saturation
of the fluid plus the effective saturations of fluids of lesser wettability trapped within the fluid
for the aqueous-phase, NAPL, and total liquid, according to Equations (4.10.38) through
(4.10.40). Trapped fluids refer to discontinuous islands or ganglia of fluid occluded within
another fluid of greater wettability. The theory of Lenhard and Parker [ 1987] assumes that
trapped fluids are immobile. Effective saturations can be defined in terms of trapped and free
fluids, as shown in Equations (4.10.41) and (4.10.42), for the NAPL and gas phases, where free
fluids refer to continuous phases that move convectively.

(4.10.34)
1 - ,

i
^ — (4.10.35)

(4.10.36)

_ se+sn-sm (4.10.37)

7e = se+snt +sgt( (4.10.38)

sn = sn+sgm (4.10.39)

ft = se+sn+sgt(+sgm (4.10.40)
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(4-10.41)

In the absence of hysteretic and fluid entrapment effects, fluid saturations are considered
as unique functions of fluid-pgas capillary heads. The Parker and Lenhard [1987] theory
accomodates the effects of fluid entrapment by relating fluid-pgas capillary heads to apparent
saturations rather than effective saturations. Hysteretic effects are treated through soil-moisture
retention relations that are functionally dependent on historical saturations. The fundamental
assumption related to the theory of Parker and Lenhard [1987] is that the functions relating fluid
saturation to fluid-pgas interfacial pressure differences can be expressed with a single soil-
moisture retention function, for a given porous medium, by scaling the fluid-pgas capillary heads.
For aqueous-NAPL-gas systems, two functions relating fluid saturation with fluid-pgas capillary
head are required. The total-liquid saturation is related to the gas-NAPL capillary head, and the
aqueous saturation is related to the oil-aqueous capillary head, as shown in Equations (4.10.43)
and (4.10.44), respectively.

% = **(ßgo*go) (4.10.43)

If = s*(ßofhoe) (4.10.44)

4.10.3.1 Van Genuchten Function

The van Genuchten function [van Genuchten 1980] relates fluid saturation to capillary
head through two soil dependent correlation parameters. The n and m correlation parameters
for the van Genuchten function can be related depending on the chosen function for relative
permeability. Expressions for the effective total-liquid saturation as a function of scaled gas-
NAPL capillary head and the effective aqueous saturation as a function of scaled oil-aqueous
capillary head are shown in Equations (4.10.45) and (4.10.46), using the van Genuchten soil-
moisture retention function. The van Genuchten function is shown graphically in Figure 4.17.

st = |Y+(a/^oÄÄO) '1] , for hgo > 0 (4.10.45)

where,

st = 1, for hgo < 0
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[ nT-m
l + ̂ aßnfihnp) , for ^ > 0 (4.10.46)

where,

If = 1, for h„e < 0

4.10.3.2 Brooks and Corey Function

The Brooks and Corey function [Brooks and Corey 1966] relates fluid saturation to
capillary head through two soil dependent correlation parameters. The first parameter, y/, is
referred to as the entry head and equals the minimum drainage capillary head for which a
continuous nonwetting phase (e.g., gas phase) exits. The second parameter, A, is related to the
pore-size distribution within the porous media. Expressions for the effective total-liquid
saturation as a function of scaled gas-NAPL capillary head and the effective aqueous saturation
as a function of scaled oil-aqueous capillary head are shown in Equations (4.10.47) and (4.10.48),
using the Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function. The Brooks and Corey function is
shown graphically in Figure 4.18.

st =

where,

st = 1, for ßgo hgo < y/

for ßgohgo > yr (4.10.47)

p > yf (4.10.48)

where,

se = 1, for ßo( hoi < yr
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4.10.3.3 Hysteretic Van Genuchten Function

Hysteretic effects in the functions for fluid saturation are accomodated in the theory of
Parker and Lenhard [1987] by tracking fluid saturation histories and rescaling the fluid saturation-
capillary pressure functions for the main drainage and imbibition branches to pass through the
previous reversal points. This approach creates arbitrary drainage and/or imbibition paths that
depend on fluid saturation histories. Specifically, arbitrary drainage scanning paths are generated
by rescaling the main drainage curve to pass through the historically most recent imbibition to
drainage reversal point and the next previous reversal point from drainage to imbibition.
Similarly, arbitrary imbibition scanning paths are generated by rescaling the main imbibition curve
to pass through the historically most recent drainage to imbibition reversal point and the next
previous reversal point from imbibition to drainage. If fluid saturations on an arbitrary scanning
path exceed a previous reversal, then a new scanning path is generated, which is based on the
historically next most recent reversal points. All saturation historical reversal points are local
values, with respect to the porous media. Reversal points for the main scanning branches are an
apparent saturation of 0.0 for the reversal from drainage to imbibition, and an apparent saturation
of 1.0 for the reversal from imbibition from drainage. Differences between drainage and
imbibition scanning curves lessen with the scanning curve order, therefore, a limit is imposed on
the scanning curve order (i.e., number of reversal points). If this scanning curve order limit is
exceeded, the saturation-capillary pressure function reverts to a nonhysteretic form. Typically,
hysteretic effects diminish beyond the third-order scanning curve (i.e., seven reversal points).

Fluid entrapment effects in the functions for fluid saturation are accomodated in the
theory of Parker and Lenhard [1987] from the assumption that fluid entrapment phenomena for
aqueous-NAPL-gas systems can be predicted from fluid-pgas systems (e.g., gas-aqueous, gas-
NAPL, oil-aqueous). Fluids of lesser wettability are assumed to be trapped by fluids of greater
wettability; therefore, gas can be entrapped by NAPL or aqueous phase and NAPL can be
entrapped by the aqueous phase. NAPL entrapment by the aqueous phase occurs under two
conditions. Under the first condition, no free NAPL exists and quantities of entrapped NAPL
are below those for maximum entrapment rates. Under the second condition, free NAPL exists
and NAPL entrapment by the aqueous phase varies linearly with the apparent aqueous
saturation, between the second historical minimum apparent aqueous saturation and 1.0, over the
range from 0.0 to the maximum of the effective NAPL saturation and effective residual NAPL
saturation. The first historical minimum apparent aqueous saturation marks the apparent
aqueous saturation at the first appearance of NAPL. The second historical minimum apparent
aqueous saturation marks the apparent aqueous saturation at the first appearance of free NAPL.
If the apparent aqueous saturation decreases below either the first or second historical minimun
saturations then the values are reset during the next imbibition period. For no free-NAPL
conditions, the effective trapped NAPL saturation equals the effective NAPL saturation,
according to Equation (4.10.49). For free-NAPL conditions, the effective trapped NAPL
saturation is a linear function of the apparent aqueous saturation, according to Equation
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(4.10.50), which recognizes that entrapped NAPL cannot exceed the NAPL present. Effective
residual NAPL saturations are computed from a modification to the theory of Land [1986],
according to Equation (4.10.51).

sn, ~ snt( ~ sn (4.10.49)

= mm (\ _ fmin2 \
(4.10.50)

_=min2\

S"re l+T U-f™n2
(4.10.51)

where,

Gas entrapment is complicated by the fact that both NAPL and aqueous fluids have
greater wettabilities than gas and can contain entrapped gas. In the absence of free NAPL, gas
entrapment is occurs by advancing gas-aqueous interface, according to the theory for aqueous-gas
systems. In the presence of free NAPL, gas entrapment occurs in response to advancing gas-
NAPL interfaces, corresponding to increasing appparent total liquid saturation. Release of
entrapped gas follows either gas-aqueous or gas-NAPL interfaces, depending on the occurence of
free NAPL Gas, initially trapped by one wetting fluid, transfers to the other according to the
position of the oil-aqueous interface, tracked by the apparent aqueous saturation. For no free-
NAPL conditions, the effective residual saturations for gas trapped by the aqueous phase are
computed according to Equation (4.10.15). For free-NAPL conditions, the effective residual
saturations for gas trapped by NAPL are computed according to Equation (4.10.52).

(•-?,-")
8m

(4.10.52)
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where,

h - T
s
8m

The distribution of entrapped gas within a aqueous-NAPL-gas system depends on the
positions of the gas-NAPL and oil-aqueous interfaces, as tracked by the apparent aqueous and
total liquid saturations. The distribution additionally depends on the minimum pore size into
which gas-NAPL interfaces have receded since the inception of free-NAPL conditions, as tracked
by the minimum value of the apparent total-liquid saturation and on the apparent aqueous
saturation at the inception of free-NAPL conditions. To compute entrapped gas saturations,

three conditions are distingushed: s,min > s ( ° , \ < s,™11 < f/°, and F,™" < Ase.

The first case, I/1"" > ^f°, corresponds to conditions where gas-NAPL interfaces have

never receded into pore spaces smaller than those which were filled with the aqueous phase prior
to free-NAPL conditions. Gas trapped in the NAPL is associated with gas-NAPL interfaces, and
gas trapped in the aqueous phase is that initially trapped by gas-aqueous interfaces and transfer
from the NAPL with migration of the oil-aqueous interface. Total entrapped effective gas
saturations are computed according to Equation (4.10.53). Trapped gas is partitioned between
the aqueous phase and NAPL according to the apparent aqueous saturation relative to the
apparent aqueous saturation at the transition to free-NAPL conditions, as shown in Equation
(4.10.54).

r* = s* A A + ?
g - ^ - (4.10.53)

8t Srt \ % A - 8ra » =fo v 7

/or s>>j/° (4.10.54)

where,

hü = ^ J i_A- J / 1' fi>rs{°>se>%

*£.. = 0, /or f,<2

S8m ~ S8t S8te
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The second case, sg < 5r
mui < sf, corresponds to conditions where gas-NAPL

interfaces have receeded into pore spaces smaller than those which were filled with the aqueous
phase prior to free-NAPL conditions but never into pore spaces smaller than those for the gas-
aqueous interface drainage to imbibition reversal point. For this case, a portion of the gas initially
trapped by the aqueous phase is transferred to being trapped by the NAPL. Increases in the
total-liquid saturation from this point results in gas entrapment by NAPL through advancing gas-
NAPL interfaces. Total entrapped effective gas saturations are computed according to Equation
(4.10.55). Trapped gas is partitioned between the aqueous and NAPL phases according to the
apparent aqueous saturation relative to the apparent aqueous saturation at the transition to free-
NAPL conditions, as shown in Equation (4.10.56).

= m i n A -

( =min A-

where,

ha = ° ' for s e -

S8tn ~ S8, S8t(

The third case, sr
mm < sg, corresponds to conditions where gas-NAPL interfaces have

receded into pore spaces smaller than those for the gas-aqueous interface drainage to imbibition
reversal point. Total entrapped effective gas saturations are computed according to Equation
(4.10.57). Trapped gas is partitioned between the aqueous phase and NAPL according to the
apparent aqueous saturation relative to the apparent aqueous saturation at the transition to free-
NAPL conditions, as shown in Equation (4.10.58).
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= = m i n A^J- for "<**"" (410-58)
where,

hi = °- f°r

S8m ~ S8, S8t(

4.11 Relative Permeability

Relative permeability for fluid phases are computed for both nonhysteretic and hysteretic
systems including fluid entrapment effects. Three distinct fluid systems are recognized water-air,
water-ice-air, and water-oil-air. Relative permeabilities for water-air systems are computed for
the aqueous- and gas-phase fluids. For nonhysteretic systems fluid phase relative permeabilities
are unique functions of the phase saturations. Conversely, for hysteretic systems fluid phase
relative permeability depends on the current and historical phase saturations and include fluid
entrapment effects. The hysteretic functions for fluid phase relative permeability follow the
theory of Lenhard and Parker [1987] with fluid entrapment effects computed following the
method of Land [1968]. Relative permeabilities for water-ice-air systems are computed for the
aqueous- and gas-phase fluids. Only nonhysteretic systems are addressed where fluid phase
relative permeabilities are unique functions of phase saturations. The relative permeability
functions for water-ice-air systems follow the theory of White [1995]. Relative permeabilities
for water-oil-air systems are computed for the aqueous-phase, NAPL, and gas-phase. For
nonhysteretic systems fluid phase relative permeabilities are unique functions of the phase
saturations. Conversely, for hysteretic systems fluid phase relative permeability depends on the
current and historical phase saturations and include fluid entrapment effects. The theory for
relative permeability [Lenhard and Parker 1987] predicts mild hysteretic effects for the aqueous
fluid, except at high saturations, pronounced hysteretic effects for the gas phase, negligible
hysteretic effects for NAPL for low aqueous saturations, and marked hysteretic effects for
NAPL with increasing aqueous saturations.

4.11.1 Aqueous-Gas Systems

For nonhysteretic systems several empirical functions are available in the STOMP
simulator for computing fluid phase relative permeabilities from effective fluid saturations. For
hysteretic systems, hysteretic effects are assumed to result from the entrapment of the
nonwetting fluid (i.e., air). Immobile air occluded within water (i.e., aqueous phase fluid) both
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obstructs the flow of water and displaces the water into larger pore spaces. These combined
effects tend to increase the aqueous-phase relative permeability over systems without occluded
air.

4.11.1.1 Burdine Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeability can be computed as a function of aqueous
saturation from knowledge of the soil-moisture retention function and the pore distribution model
of Burdine [1953]. If the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions
are used then closed-form expressions for fluid phase relative permeability can be derived. Using
the van Genuchten soil-moisture retention function the aqueous- and gas-phase relative
permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.1) and (4.11.2), respectively. Using the
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function the aqueous- and gas-phase relative
permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.3) and (4.11.4), respectively. Examples of the
Burdine relative permeability functions for water-air systems are shown graphically in Figures
4.26 and 4.27 with the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions,
respectively.

kri = (4.11.1)

krt = (ief
 + 2/A> (4.11.3)

(4.11.4)

4.11.1.2 Mualem Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeability can be computed as a function of aqueous
saturation from knowledge of the soil-moisture retention function and the pore distribution model
of Mualem [1976]. If the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention
functions are used then closed-form expressions for fluid phase relative permeability can be
derived. Using the van Genuchten soil-moisture retention function the aqueous- and gas-phase
relative permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.5) and (4.11.6), respectively. Using
the Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function the aqueous- and gas-phase relative
permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.7) and (4.11.8), respectively. Examples of the
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Mualem relative permeability functions for water-air systems are shown graphically in Figures
4.26 and 4.27 with the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions,
respectively.

krt ~

(4.11.6)

(4.11.7)

(4.11.8)

4,1.1.3 Corey Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeability can be computed from modified
expressions for effective aqueous saturation according to the empirical model of Corey [1977].
The model of Corey accounts for trapped air through a modification to the definition of the
effective aqueous saturation according to Equation (4.11.9). The Corey functions for aqueous-
and gas-phase relative permeability are computed according to Equations (4.11.10) and (4,1.11),
respectively. Examples of these functions are shown graphically in Figure 4.28.

Kl = (si) (4.11.10)

ikr5 = (l-S()2(l-(st)
2\ (4.11.11)

4.11.1.4 Fatt and Klikoff Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeability are computed according to the Fatt and
Klikoff [1959] models from the conventionally defined effective aqueous saturation according to
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Equations (4.11.12) and (4.11.13), respectively. Examples of these functions are shown
graphically in Figure 4.28.

kri = (sef (4.11.12)

krg = ( l - ^ ) 3 (4.11.13)

4.11.1.5 Dual Porosity Relative Permeability Function

Dual porosity functions or equivalent continuum models [Klavetter and Peters 1986;
Nitao 1988] relate bulk fluid phase relative permeabilities to the those for the fracture and maxtrix
according to Equations (4.11.14) and (4.11.15). Dual porosity models require the assumption
that fracture and matrix fluid pressures are in equilbrium, which inherently neglects transient
fracture-matrix interactions. Fracture and matrix relative permeabilities are computed from either
the Burdine or Mualem models using either the van Genuchten or Brooks and Corey soil-
moisture rentention functions. In these functions the effective aqueous and gas saturations are
replaced with the corresponding values for the fracture and matrix components of the soil. For
example the fracture and matrix aqueous relative permeabilities for the Burdine model with the
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function are shown in Equations (4.11.16) and
(4.11.17), respectively. Examples of the dual porosity function for aqueous- and gas-phase
relative permeability using the Burdine relative permeability function are shown graphically in
Figures 4.29 and 4.30, respectively for the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil moisture
retention functions. Bulk, matrix, and fraction saturation values for the curves shown in Figures
4.29 and 4.30 were obtained from the dual porosity functions shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.

<•- - kfk«f'">,+k»<k«~n'>» ( 4 . 1 U 4 )
4 kfnD/+kmnDm

* = / \ , £ f ^ - 2 L (4.H.15)
kf nDf + km nDm

- ' * (4.11.16)= K)
U3 + 2/A)

si f (4.11.17)
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4.11.1.6 Hysteretic Relative Permeability Function

Hysteresis in aqeuous relative permeability for water-air systems follows the theory of
Lenhard and Parker [ 1987], where hysteretic effects are assumed to occur as a result of air
entrapment by advancing air-water interfaces. Immobile air occluded by water obstructs water
flow, while displacing water into larger pore spaces. The net effect tends to increase water
relative permeability with respect to nonhysteretic systems. These effects are accounted for by
modifying the Burdine [1953] and Mualem [1976] models for relative permeability. The aqueous
relative permeability function using the modified Burdine and Mualem relative permeability
modelswith the van Genuchten [1980] soil-moisture retention function appears as shown in
Equations (4.11.18) and (4.11.19), respectively. In these expressions the aqueous relative
permeability is a function of the effective aqueous saturation, apparent aqueous saturation,
effective residual air saturation, effective water saturation at the reversal point from the main
drainage scanning curve. Hysteresis in gas relative permeability for water-air systems also occur
as a result of air entrapment, where the net effect is to reduce the pore space available for gas
flow. Therefore, the only changes required in the gas relative permeability functions are to
replace the effective aqueous saturations with the apparent aqueous saturations in the pore size
integrals and to replace total gas saturation with free gas saturation in the tortuosity terms. The
gas relative permeability function using the modified Burdine and Mualem relative permeability
modelswith the van Genuchten [1980] soil-moisture retention function appears as shown in
Equations (4.11.20) and (4.11.21), respectively.

- \2 (4.11.18)

Kt = (4.11.19)

= \\lm m

krg = [sgfj

(4.11.20)

(4.11.21)

4.11.2 Aqueous-Ice-Gas Systems

Relative permeability for water-ice-air systems are computed for nonhysteretic systems
following the theory of White [1995]. This model assumes that liquid water completely occludes
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ice and that no direct ice-gas interfaces occur. Occluded ice is father assumed to behave similar to
occluded air in hysteretic water-air systems by obstructing the flow of liquid water and
displacing water into larger pore spaces. Relative permeability functions for the aqueous and gas
phases are derived from modified versions of the Burdine [1953] and Mualem [1976] functions.
Both functions are modified to include the effects of occluded ice.

4.11.2.1 Burdine Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeabilities are computed as a function of effective
aqueous saturations from knowledge of the soil-moisture retention function and the pore
distribution model of Burdine [1953]. If the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture
retention functions are used then closed-form expressions for fluid relative permeability can be
derived. For the van Genuchten soil-moisture retention function the aqueous and gas relative
permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.22) and (4.11.23), respectively. For the
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function the aqueous and gas relative permeabilities
appear as shown in Equations (4.11.24) and (4.11.25), respectively. Examples of the Burdine
relative permeability functions for water-ice-air systems are shown graphically in Figure 4.31 for
the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions. This figure shows
aqueous relative permeability as a function of ice saturation for a totally saturated system (i.e.,
Ig + Ij = 1).

kH = i- \2 1 - 1 - Lm (4.11.22)

(4.11.24)

(4.11.25)

4.11.2.1 Mualem Relative Permeability Function

Aqueous- and gas-phase relative permeabilities are computed as a function of effective
aqueous saturations from knowledge of the soil-moisture retention function and the pore
distribution model of Mualem [1976]. If the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture
retention functions are used then closed-form expressions for fluid relative permeability can be
derived. For the van Genuchten soil-moisture retention function the aqueous and gas relative
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permeabilities appear as shown in Equations (4.11.26) and (4.11.27), respectively. For the
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention function the aqueous and gas relative permeabilities
appear as shown in Equations (4.11.28) and (4.11.29), respectively. Examples of the Mualem
relative permeability functions for water-ice-air systems are shown graphically in Figures 4.31,
for the van Genuchten and Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions. This figure
shows aqueous relative permeability as a function of ice saturation for a totally saturated system

krt =
_ xl/2 (4.11.26)

(4.11.28)

4.11.3 Aqueous-NAPL-Gas Systems

Fluid phase relative permeabilities for water-oil-air systems are computed following the
theory of Lenhard and Parker [1987], Both nonhysteretic and hysteretic systems are considered.
Hysteretic effects are assumed to occur as a result of entrapment of fluids of lower wettability
by fluids of greater wettability. Wettability is assumed to decrease in the order water to oil to
air. Therefore, water is assumed to occupy the smallest pore spaces and air the largest. Air
entrapment can occur within free oil, oil trapped by water, or liquid water. For hysteretic
systems, entrapment of fluids of lower wettability are assumed to both obstruct and displace
into larger pore spaces the flow of fluid of greater wettability.

4.11.3.1 Burdine Relative Permeabiltiy Function

Aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeability can be computed as a function of fluid
phase saturations from modified forms of the Burdine [1953] relative permeability model,
integrated with certain forms of the soil-moisture retention function. If the van Genuchten and
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions are used then closed-form expressions for
fluid phase relative-permeability can be derived. Using the van Genuchten soil-moisture
retention function the aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeabilities appear as shown in
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Equations (4.11.30) through (4.11.32), respectively. Using the van Genuchten soil-moisture
retention function the aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeabilities appear as shown in
Equations (4.11.33) through (4.11.35), respectively.

Kt ={stf[l-(l-s,)ym]m (4.11.30)

(4.H.32)

(4.11.33)

(4.H.34)

(4.H.35)

4.11.3.2 Mualem Relative Permeabiltiy Function

Aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeability can be computed as a function of fluid
phase saturations from modified forms of the Mualem [1976] relative permeability model,
integrated with certain forms of the soil-moisture retention function. If the van Genuchten and
Brooks and Corey soil-moisture retention functions are used then closed-form expressions for
fluid phase relative-permeability can be derived. Using the van Genuchten soil-moisture
retention function the aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeabilities appear as shown in
Equations (4.11.36) through (4.11.38), respectively. Using the van Genuchten soil-moisture
retention function the aqueous, NAPL, and gas relative permeabilities appear as shown in
Equations (4.11.39) through (4.11.41), respectively.

/_ \l/2 [, /, _ xl/ml2m

H) [! ( I ) j. /_ \l/2 [, /, _ xl/ml2m . . . . _ „
Kl = \H) [! "(I-**) j (4.11.36)

krg = (sg) ll-(st) \ (4.11.37)
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4.11.3.3 Hysteretic Relative Permeability Function

Relative permeabilities for hysteretic systems are computed following the theory of
Lenhard and Parker [1987] by assuming that fluid wettabilities decrease in the order water to oil
to air. Using this distribution model water occupies the smallest flow channels, oil the
intermediate sized flow channels, and air the largest flow channels, trapped saturations aside.
Water relative permeabilities include the effects of water-trapped oil, water-trapped air, and air
trapped by water-trapped oil, oil relative permeabilities include the effects of water-trapped oil
and oil-trapped air, and air relative permeabilities include the effects of oil- and water-trapped air.

The water relative permeability function is derived from modifications to the Mualem
[1976] model to account for trapped air and oil. Trapped air may occur in the aqueous phase by
advancing air-water interfaces or by advancing oil-water interfaces that entrap oil with entrapped
air. For the later case, the air initially trapped by oil is transferred to being trapped by water.
The effective saturation of air trapped in water comprises two components, according to
Equation (4.11.42), where the first component represents air trapped by advancing air-water
interfaces and the sceond component represents air trapped by advancing air-oil interfaces, which
has subsequentially passed into the aqueous phase. The effective air saturation trapped in water
by advancing air-water interfaces is computed according to Equation (4.11.43). The effective air
saturation trapped in water by advancing air-oil interfaces, which has subsequentially passed into
the aqueous phase, is computed according to Equation (4.11.44). For the conditions of air
entrapment by both advancing air-water and air-oil interfaces, the aqueous relative permeability is
computed as a function of current and historical phase saturations according to Equation
(4.11.45). For the conditions of air entrapment by advancing air-oil interfaces only, the aqueous
relative permeability is computed as a function of current and historical phase saturations
according to Equation (4.11.46). For the conditions of no air entrapment, the aqueous relative
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permeability is computed as a function of current and historical phase saturations according to
Equation (4.11.47).

S8tl
(4.11.42)

a8tl->gl
(4.11.43)

where,

= o, for n<

II = min[^Jf
min]

•= = m i ns£ st
St(-*gn Srn J°r = ,̂ =min

s > s (4.11.44)

where,

f>tt->gn
= 0, for sg < 5,

krt =
_ \l/2 1 - 1 - ) J 1 - >/n

=nun
(4.11.45)
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I \ 1 _ F m i n 2
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(4.11.47)

s
l - , for J,™11 < AJ^ and Je > st

The NAPL relative permeability functions are derived using an approach similar to those
for the aqueous phase, where the effects of trapped air by advancing air-oil interfaces are
included. NAPL trapped in the aqueous phase is assumed immobile, therefore only pore spaces
occupied by free NAPL are considered. The expressions for NAPL relative permeability require
the definitions of two additional saturation values according to Equations (4.11.48) and (4.11.49).
For the conditions of air entrapment by advancing air-oil interfaces, the NAPL relative
permeability is computed as a function of current and historical phase saturations according to
Equation (4.11.50). For the conditions of no air entrapment, the NAPL relative permeability is
computed as a function of current and historical phase saturations according to Equation
(4.11.51).

= max \sg (4.11.48)

Q = (4.11.49)

) -(i-M =min
(4.11.50)
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Gas relative permeability incorporates the effects of air entrapment by noting that the
lower pore space boundary for free gas phase is defined by the apparent total-liquid saturation.
The resulting function for the modified Mualem [1976] relative permeability model and van
Genuchten soil-moisture retention function appears as shown in Equation (4.11.52).

(4.11.52)

4.12 Hydraulic Dispersion

Hydraulic dispersion of transported solutes occurs in porous media because of variations
in fluid velocity on the pore scale. With the assumption of relatively fast mixing times for
solutes along a direction normal to the mean convection flow direction, a special case of
convective-dispersive transport occurs. Under these conditions, the variations in pore velocity
produce a hydrodynamic dispersion of which may mathematically be described in a form
identical to diffusive flux [Bear 1972]. Additionally, because of the identical forms the
coefficients of diffusion and hydraulic dispersion can be combined to yield a single diffusion-
dispersion coefficient. The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient relates the dispersion flux of a
dissolved solute to the gradient in solute concentration in the advective fluid and is a second-order
symmetric tensor, which is a function of the porous media and fluid phase. Components of the
hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient are computed from the principal fluid Darcy velocity flux
components and two empirical parameters related to the porous media, according to Equations
(4.12.1) through (4.12.3)
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(4.12.1)

(4.12.2)

(4.12.3)
1 z • <• . \ • * • y j

where,

4.13 Partition Coefficients

Equilibrium conditions are assumed for computing salt and/or solute phase distributions.
Salt occurs either dissolved in the aqueous phase or sorbed onto the porous media according to
linear or nonlinear isotherm models. Salts concentrations in the gas and ice phases are neglected.
Solutes are assumed either dissolved in a fluid phase or sprbed onto the porous media according
to linear isotherm models. Solute concentrations in the ice phase is neglected.

4.13.1 Salt Partition Coefficients

Equilibrium concentrations for salts are computed using either a linear isotherm model, the
nonlinear Langmuir modlel, or the nonlinear Freundlich model, according to Equations (4.13.1)
through (4.13.3), respectively.
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-^- = KstSg (4.13.1)

U3.2)
Ps -

= Kae (Se)
n (4.13.3)

4.13.2 Solute Partition Coefficients

With the equilibrium assumption, solute concentrations can be expressed with respect to
either volumetric or phase concentrations. The volumetric solute concentration is related to
phase concentrations according to Equation (4.13.4). Partitioning of solutes between the porous
media and aqueous phase is expressed through the solid-aqueous distribution coefficient defined
in Equation (4.13.5). The gas-aqueous distribution coefficient, which can be computed as a
function temperature, defines the partitioning of dissolved solutes between the gas and aqueous
phases according to Equation (4.13.6). The aqueous-NAPL distribution coefficient defines the
partitioning of dissolved solutes between the aqueous and gas phases according to Equation
(4.13.7). Equations (4.13.4) through (4.13.7) are used to derive expressions for volumetric phase
concentrations as a function of the total volumetric solute concentration and phase saturations
according to Equations (4.13.8) through (4.13.11), for the aqueous, gas, NAPL, and solid phases,
respectively. For the Two-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode the retardation coefficient, which
represents the ratio between aqueous fluid migration velocity and solute migration velocity, is
defined according to Equation (4.13.12). Substituting Equation (4.13.8) into the definition of the
retardation coefficient, for the Two-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode, yields the expression
shown in Equation (4.13.13).

C = £ nD sy Cy + (1 - nT) Cs (4.13.4)
y = e,g,n

Kse = - £ - (4.13.5)
CP

(4.13.6)
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Cn

(4.13.7)

Q = ^—s (4.13.8)
nD se + nD sg Kgg + •

Cg = " 71 x F ~ (4.13.9)nD s( , , nD sn , V~nT) Ps *seu c +nnso H u n + —• ^-^-^——
A-gl Atn Ag( *-g(.

C (4.13.10)
nD s(. K(n + nD se Kg( Kin

*D = ^ (4.13.12)

/?D = 1 + i i / r A At (4.13.13)

For aqueous phase and aqueous-gas phase systems an additional model for describing
solute distribution is available, which differs from the above model in the extent of the wetting
surface for unsaturated conditions. The above model contains the inherent assumption that all of
the soil surfaces remain wetted regardless of the aqueous saturation. Another approach involves
scaling the wetted surface with saturation, which yields an expression for the solid-aqueous
distribution coefficient according to Equation (4.13.14). Using this expression for the solid-
aqueous distribution coefficient yields expressions for aqueous-, gas-, and solid-volumetric
concentrations, as shown in Equations (4.13.15) through (4.13.17), respectively. Substituting
Equation (4.13.15) into the definition of the retardation coefficient, for the Two-Phase
Nonvolatile operational mode, yields an alternate expression for the retardation coefficient
according to Equation (4.13.18).

Kse = —^— (4.13.14)
Q Ps se
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nD

i

i

Ps

- i - i

se + nD sg

se

si g

ID nD
Kst Ps

(l-«7-)P:

C
Kgi + (l - nT) ps Sf Ksi

C

sg Kgg

s Kst

(4.13.15)

(4.13.16)

(4.13.17)

"D

4.14 Solute Diffusion Coffidents

Solute diffusion coefficients are computed with the assumption of infinite dilution. The
present version of the simulator additionally ignores phase compositional effects. The effects of
temperature and pressure on solute diffusion coefficients, however, are considered. Aqueous
diffusivity is expressed as a function of temperature and solvent viscosity following the theory
of Wilke and Chang [Reid et al. 1987] according to Equation (4.14.1). Reference values for
diffusion coefficients in liquid solvents can be estimated from the method of Wilke and Chang
[Reid et al. 1987] according to Equation (4.14.2). For diffusion of solutes through the gas phase,
the diffusivity is expressed as a function of temperature and pressure following the model of
Fuller [Reid et al. 1987], according to Equation (4.14.3). Reference values for diffusion
coefficients in gas solvents can be estimated from the method of Slattery and Bird [1958]
according to Equation (4.14.4). NAPL diffusivity is expressed as a function of temperature and
solvent viscosity following the theory of Wilke and Chang [Reid et al. 1987] according to
Equation (4.14.5).

Df = Df£&- (4.14.1)
1 V-t

7.4 x IO~9
1

_ „ 7.4 x IO (d>v Mv)DY = H d r — - f°r r=
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where,

<j>t=2.6 for water ,<j>n = l.9 for methanol,

<j)n =1.6 for ethanol, and <pn =1.0 for unassociated

1.75
(4.14.3)

g = 2.745 J t lO" 4

1/3 l/2

atm

1.823

(4.14.4)

(4.14.5)

For the Two-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode an alternate expression for aqueous-
phase diffusion is available. The effective aqueous diffusion coefficient is defined according
Equation (4.14.6) and represents the aqueous diffusivity for variably saturated porous media.
An alternate expression for the effective aqueous diffusion coefficient, which is dependent on
soil-solute combinations, is shown in Equation (4.14.7).

c
e =

si nD (4.14.6)

Dfe = e xP (nD (4.14.7)

4.15 Solute Chain Decay

Decay or generation of solutes occurs in the STOMP simulator through an Arrhenius
type kinetic reaction according to Equation (4.15.1). The decay-rate constant can be related to
the radionuclide half-life according to Equation (4.15.2). Production of progeny solutes from
parent solutes is computed through an Arrhemus type kinetic reaction according to Equation
(4.15.3), where the chain decay fraction is a function of the parent-progeny pair, and the
subscripts j and k indicate parent and progeny solutes respectively.
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dt

Xc =

(4.15.1)

(4.15.2)

(4.15.3)
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5.0 Primary Variables and Phase Transitions

5.1 Introduction

Each governing conservation equation in the STOMP simulator is solved for one
independent primary variable. For systems with multiple phases, the primary variable for a
particular governing equation can vary between nodes within the computational domain, where
primary variables are chosen by the simulator according to the local phase condition. This
numerical solution scheme is frequently referred to as primary variable switching. The Gibbs
phase rule [Wark, 1995], shown in Equation (5.1.1), states that the number of independent
intensive properties required to fix the intensive state of a system equals the number of
components plus two minus the number of phases. The number of independent intensive
properties is frequently referred to as the degrees of freedom for the system. The
thermodymanic and hydrologic state of a porous media system is specified when the number of
independent intensive properties equals the number of degrees of freedom according to the phase
rule. The number of solved conservation equations in the STOMP simulator equals the number
of independent intensive properties less the number of intensive properties fixed through
assumptions.

F = C + 2-P (5.1.1)

Phase transitions (i.e., phase appearances and disappearances) are characteristic
phenomena of multiple phase systems, which require special numerical techniques to resolve.
Historically, phase transitions have been handled by restricting phases from completely
disappearing and/or through the application of primary variable switching schemes, where the
solved primary variables change with the appearance or disappearance of a phase. The STOMP
simulator uses a combination of these two techniques. For all operational modes and phase
systems, the aqueous phase is restricted from completely disappearing. The aqueous-phase
saturation is restricted to values greater than zero through the application of a vapor-pressure
lowering scheme and the soil moisture-retention function. For nonisothermal systems, the
aqueous-phase saturation is not artificially restricted to values above the residual or irreducible
moisture content, but it is restricted to positive non-zero values. For operational modes
involving the gas phase, no restrictions are placed on the appearance or disappearance of the gas
phase. Gas-phase transitions are treated by switching the primary variable (unknown) for the
air-mass conservation equation. Similarly, for operational modes involving NAPL no restrictions
are applied to the appearance or disappearance of NAPL. NAPL transitions are numerically
treated with a switch in the primary variable for one VOC conservation equation.
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5.2 Water-Air Systems

The water-air systems comprise three operational modes; Two-Phase Nonvolatile, Two-
Phase Volatile, and Two-Phase Nonisothermal. With the assumption that the aqueous-phase
never completely disappears, phase transitions for water-air systems only involve the
appearance, total entrapment, and disappearance of the gas-phase. Total entrapment of the gas
phase is recognized only for hysteretic saturation functions. Under this condition, the apparent
aqueous saturation equals one and the entrapped gas saturation becomes the unknown primary
variable for the air-mass conservation equation. For two-phase porous media systems, phase
saturations increase the number of degrees of freedom according to Equation (5.2.1).

F = C + 3-P (5.2.1)

The Two-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode computes aqueous-phase flow and
transport under the assumption of a passive gas phase. This operational mode involves one
component (water) and one phase (aqueous); therefore, there are three degrees of freedom or
three independent intensive variables which must be specified to fix the thermodynamic and
hydrologic state of the system. The assumptions of isothermal conditions and a passive gas
phase equate to a fixed temperature and gas pressure, which yields only one independent
intensive variable to be solved. Because of the assumption that the aqueous phase never totally
disappears, no phase transitions are associated with the Two-Phase Nonvolatile operational
mode and the water-mass conservation equation is solved for a single unknown: the aqueous
pressure.

The Two-Phase Volatile operational mode computes aqueous- and gas-phase flow and
transport. This operational mode involves two components (water and air) and two phases
(aqueous and gas); therefore, there are three degrees of freedom. The assumption of isothermal
conditions fixes the temperature, which yields two independent intensive variables to be solved.
Two-phase conditions are recognized with this operational mode aqueous-phase saturated and
unsaturated. Hysteretic saturation functions add an additional phase condition, aqueous-phase
saturated with entrapped gas. In the unsaturated state, aqueous and gas phases exist in
equilibrium and the two primary variables are the aqueous and gas pressures. In the saturated
state, the gas-phase has completely disappeared and the two primary variables become the
aqueous pressure and mole-fraction of air dissolved in the aqueous phase. For hysteretic
saturation functions, a phase condition is recognized which is characterized with an apparent
aqueous saturation of one and total entrapment of the gas phase. In this phase, condition the
entrapped gas and aqueous phase are in equilibrium and the primary variables become the
aqueous pressure and entrapped gas saturation. These primary variable sets and phase
conditions for nonhysteretic and hysteretic saturation functions are summarized in Table 5.1.
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The Two-Phase Nonisothermal operational mode computes aqueous phase, gas phase,
and energy flow and transport. This operational mode is similar to the Two-Phase Nonvolatile
operational mode, with the exception that the system temperature becomes an additional
independent variable, which requires the solution of the energy conservation equation. As with
the Two-Phase Volatile operational mode, two- and three-phase conditions and associated
primary variable sets are recognized, respectively, for nonhysteretic and hysteretic saturation
functions. The primary variable sets and phase conditions for the Two-Phase Nonisothermal
operational mode are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Water-Air System Primary Variables

Nonhvsteretic Saturation Functions

Ooerational Mode

Two-Phase Nonvolatile

Phase Condition

se<l

Primary Variable Set

Two-Phase Volatile
Two-Phase Volatile S( * P8

Two-Phase Nonisothermal
Two-Phase Nonisothermal Sg<l

Hvsteretic Saturation Functions

T Pe P
' i f f ) r

g

Operational Mode

Two-Phase Nonvolatile

Phase Condition

se<l,sgi>0

Primary Variable Set

Two-Phase Volatile

Two-Phase Volatile

Two-Phase Volatile

Ig = 1, sgt = 0

Ig = 1, sgt > 0 f,Se

Two-Phase Nonisothermal

Two-Phase Nonisothermal

Two-Phase Nonisothermal

= 1, sg< = 0

= 1, sg > 0

TV va

T,Pg,sQ
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5.3 Water-Ice-Air Systems

Flow and transport in water-ice-air systems are computed by the Two-Phase
Nonisothermal operational mode of the STOMP simulator. For water-ice-air systems, this
operational mode involves two components (water and air) and three phases (aqueous, ice, and
gas). Three-phase systems in porous media require two saturation-capillary pressure functions
which adds two additional constraints to the Gibbs phase rule as shown in Equation (5.3.1). The
water-ice-air system, therefore, has three degrees of freedom and requires the solution of three
conservation equations, water mass, air mass, and energy. Only nonhysteretic saturation
functions are recognized by the Two-Phase Nonisothermal operational mode for water-ice-air
systems. With the assumption that the aqueous phase never completely disappears, important
phase transitions are those between saturated and unsaturated conditions for the apparent
aqueous saturation. No primary variable switching occurs for ice phase appearances and/or
disappearances. The primary variable sets and phase conditions for water-ice-air systems are
shown in Table 5.2.

F = C + 4-P (5.3.1)

Table 5.2. Water-Ice-Air System Primary Variables

Nonhysteretic Saturation Functions

Operational Mode Phase Condition Primary Variable Set

Two-Phase Nonisothermal sg = 1 T,Pg, xi
Two-Phase Nonisothermal sg < 1 T, Pg, Pg

5.4 Water-Oil-Air Systems

The water-oil-air systems comprise three operational modes: Three-Phase Nonvolatile,
Three-Phase Volatile, and Three-Phase Nonisothermal. With the assumption that the aqueous-
phase never completely disappears, phase transitions for water-oil-air systems involve the
appearance, total entrapment, and disappearance of both the NAPL and gas phase. The
wettability order for these operational modes is assumed to decrease in the order of water to oil
to air. Total entrapment of the nonwetting phases is recognized only for hysteretic saturation
functions. The total entrapment and dissolution of nonwetting fluids represents two-phase
condition transitions. During the transition from partial to total entrapment of a nonwetting
fluid, a primary variable switch is made from pressure to saturation for the entrapped fluid.
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During the transition from total entrapment to total dissolution, a primary variable switch is
made from saturation to mole fraction in the aqueous phase of a principal component. Three-
phase systems in porous media require two saturation-capillary pressure functions, which adds
two additional constraints to the Gibbs phase rule as shown in Equation (5.4.1).

F = C + A-P (5.4.1)

The Three-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode computes aqueous-phase and NAPL flow
and transport under the assumption of a passive gas phase. This operational mode involves two
or more components (water and VOCs) and two phases (aqueous and NAPL). Therefore,
according to Equation (5.4.1), there are three plus the number of VOC components degrees of
freedom (independent intensive variables) which must be specified to fix the thermodynamic and
hydrologic state of the system. The assumptions of isothermal conditions and a passive gas
phase equate to a fixed temperature and gas pressure, that yield only one plus the number of
VOC components independent intensive variable to be solved. For nonhysteretic saturation
functions, phase transitions are associated with the appearance and disappearance of NAPL.
When the NAPL saturation is greater than zero, the primary unknown for one VOC mass
conservation equation is the NAPL pressure; the primary unknowns for the remaining VOC mass
conservation equations are the component mole fractions in the NAPL. When the NAPL
saturation equals zero the primary unknowns for all VOC mass conservation equations are the
mole fraction of VOC dissolved in the aqueous phase. For hysteretic saturation functions,
additional phase transitions are recognized that involve the total entrapment of the NAPL by the
aqueous phase. This phase condition represents and intermediate condition between free NAPL
and dissolved VOCs. For this phase condition, the primary unknown for one VOC mass
conservation equation is the entrapped NAPL saturation; the primary unknowns for the
remaining VOC mass conservation equations are the component mole fractions in the NAPL.
Primary variable sets and phase conditions for the Three-Phase Nonvolatile operational mode are
summarized in Table 5.3.

The Three-Phase Volatile operational mode computes aqueous-phase, gas-phase, and
NAPL flow and transport. This operational mode involves three or more components (water,
air, and VOCs) and three phases (aqueous, gas, and NAPL). Therefore, according to Equation
(5.4.1) there are three plus the number of VOC components degrees of freedom (independent
intensive variables) that must be specified to fix the thermodynamic and hydrologic state of the
system. The assumption of isothermal conditions equates to a fixed temperature that leaves two
plus the number of VOC components independent intensive variables to be solved. For
nonhysteretic saturation functions, phase transitions are associated with the appearance and
disappearance of the gas phase and NAPL. When the total liquid saturation is less than one, the
primary unknown for the air mass conservation equation is the gas pressure. For saturated total
liquid conditions the primary unknown for the air mass equation switches to the mole fraction of
air dissolved in the aqueous phase. Similarly, for the NAPL transitions, when the NAPL
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Saturation is greater than zero the primary unknown for one VOC mass conservation equation is
the NAPL pressure. The primary unknowns for the remaining VOC mass conservation
equations are the component mole fractions in the NAPL. For NAPL saturations equal to zero,
the primary unknowns for all VOC mass conservation equations are the component mole
fractions dissolved in the aqueous phase. For hysteretic saturation functions, additional phase
transitions are recognized that involve the total entrapment of gas and NAPL by fluids of greater
wettability. Total fluid entrapment conditions represent intermediate phase conditions between
free-phase and aqueous-dissolved conditions. Under total fluid entrapment conditions the
primary unknown variable becomes the saturation of the entrapped fluid. Primary variable sets
and phase conditions for the Three-Phase Volatile operational mode are summarized in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Water-Oil-Air System Primary Variables

Nonhysteretic Saturation Functions

Operational Mode Phase Condition Primary Variable Set

Three-Phase Nonvolatile st <l,se< st, sn>0 Pe, Pn, (x°2, X?, • • • X°n")

Three-Phase Nonvolatile st < 1, se = st, sn = 0 P^X^- (x?»X? > • • • X°n)

Three-Phase Volatile st < 1, se < s t , sn>0 Pe, Pg, Pn, [X°n
2»*?. • • • X°n

n)

Three-Phase Volatile st <l,s<, =st,sn = 0 Pt,Pg,X?\x? >X? ,---X°n)

Three-Phase Volatile st =l,se <st,sn > 0 Pg, Xf, Pn^X°n^ X°n\ • • • X°n")

Three-Phase Volatile st = 1, s£ = st, sn = 0 P£, x^X?, [x? ,X?, • • • X?)

Three-PhaseNonisothermal st <l,se<st,sn>0 T,Pe,Pg,Pn,[x°n
2,x*,...X°n

n

Hvsteretic Saturation Functions

Operational Mode Phase Condition Primary Variable Set

Three-Phase Nonisothermal st < 1, s<, = st, sn = 0 T, Pe,Pg,x?, (x? ,X?>-- X?)

Three-Phase Nonisothermal st =l,s(< st,sn > 0 T, Pe, x°, Pn, [xf. X%. • • • X°n
n)

Three-Phase Nonisothermal st = 1, se = st, sn=0 T, Pe, x", X? \x°2-X?>--- X°n)

Three-Phase Nonvolatile st < 1,le < ft ,sn > 0 Pe,Pn, [ft, X?. • • • X°n")
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Table 5.3. (Continued)

Hvsteretic Saturation Functions

Operational Mode

Three-Phase Nonvolatile

Three-Phase Nonvolatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Three-Phase Volatile

Phase Condition

st <l,Jg =st,sn >0

st <l,S( =st,sn = 0

st <l,sg <st,sn >0

Jt <l,Ig=It,In >0

F, <1,F^ = Fr,F„ =0

Primary Variable Set

rhsrf\Xn >Xn ' • • • 4 /

P, y°> (y°2 y°3 y°"?bXl >\X(, iXt T-XI

st =l,sg< st, sn>0,sg>0

st =l,sg= st, sn>0,sg>0

st = 1, sg = st, sn = 0, Ig > 0

S* — 19 Sg — S* 9 IŜ J -— U , SQ ~ v/

Three-Phase Nonisothermal Ff < 1, F̂  < Fr, Fn > 0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal Fr < 1, F̂  = Jt, Fn > 0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal Ff < 1, F̂  = It, Fn = 0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal F, = 1, F̂  < Fr, Fn > 0, Fg > 0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal st =l,sg=st,sn>0,sg>0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal st = l,sg=st,sn=0,Ig>0

Three-Phase Nonisothermal % = 1, F̂  = Fr, Fn = 0, F„ = 0

Sg, Sn,

,pg

,sg,

,sg,

•V

,pg

,x?
P n ,

X?
>x"
,pn

lAx?
\An •>

\x°2' •

\xT
l>(z?
\x?>

An ' * •

*?••••

y°«

" ̂ w /

X°")

y°A
••Xg J
••Xg J

• x°")

•X°n)

v°l (y°2 v0* v°"\>X(. i\Xi 'Xg •>---Xi f

°3
i
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6.0 Numerical Solution Theory

6.1 Introduction

The STOMP simulator solves the governing-conservation equations and constitutive
functions using numerical techniques for nonlinear systems. This section documents the
transformation of the governing-conservation equations from partial-differential form to algebraic
form, algebraic expression of boundary conditions, linearization of the conservation equations and
constitutive functions, and solution of linear systems.

The governing-conservation equations are discretized to algebraic form following the
integrated-finite-difference method of Patankar [1980]. This transformation requires that the
physical domain be spatially discretized into an orthogonal computational domain which
comprises nonoverlapping volumes (nodes). Each volume can have a maximum of two
neighboring nodes for each dimensional direction. Intrinsic properties are assumed to be uniform
over the volume domain and are defined for a node point at the geometric center of the volume.
Flux quantities are defined at the geometric center of the surfaces between node volumes and
along a direction parallel to the surface normal. Fluxes across node surfaces between neighboring
inactive nodes and/or adjacent to the domain boundary are controlled through boundary
conditions. Solution of the governing-conservation equations in time requires discretization of
the time domain. The method of Patankar [ 1980] is implicit using backward Euler time
differencing. The expressions that result from discretizing the governing equations are nonlinear
algebraic equations.

The STOMP simulator considers two-orthogonal grid systems: Cartesian and cylindrical.
Coordinate directions for Cartesian systems follow the "right-hand" rule from the "x" to "y" to
"z" directions. Positive and negative directions along the "x," "y," and "z" coordinates are
referred to as "east," "west," "north," "south," "top," and "bottom," respectively. The
gravitational vector can be aligned arbitrarily with respect to the Cartesian directions. Coordinate
directions for cylindrical systems are referred to as "r" for radial, "0" for azimuthal, and "z" for
vertical. The gravity vector for the cylindrical system is always aligned with the "z" coordinate
direction.

The system of algebraic equations that include the discretized governing-conservation
equations and the constitutive functions are nonlinear. Nonlinearities in the soil-moisture
retention functions, relative permeability functions, and physical properties near phase
transitions are the primary contributors. Conversion of the algebraic equations from nonlinear to
linear form follows the iterative Newton-Raphson [Kreyszig 1979] technique for multiple
variables. The technique typically yields quadratic convergence of the residuals, given
sufficiently close estimates of the primary unknowns. Each iteration loop requires the solution
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of a system of linear equations in terms of the equation residuals. Because only orthogonal grid
systems are considered, the system of linear equations will have a block-banded structure.

6.2 Governing Equation Discretization

The governing-conservation equations are discretized following the integrated finite
difference of Patankar [1980], which is locally and globally conserving. Mass conservation
equations for water, air, and VOC components are nearly identical in form, and therefore result in
similar algebraic forms. The conservation equation for energy differs from the mass conservation
equations having diffusive-dispersive and advective components. Discretization of combined
diffusive and advective transport requires donor-cell weighting of the transport components,
therefore yielding differ algebraic forms than those for the mass conservation equations. The
conservation equation for solute or salt transport is similar in form to that of the energy
conservation equation but its discretization uses a different donor-cell weighting scheme,
therefore resulting in a separate algebraic form.

6.2.1 Mass Conservation Equation

The mass conservation equations, shown in Equations (3.2.1) through (3.4.1), are
discretized by assuming a piecewise profile to express the variation in primary variables between
node points and integrating over the node volume. The accumulation terms (i.e., left-hand-side
terms) are integrated over the node volume according to Equation (6.2.1), where the specific
terms for the water, air, and VOC conservation equations appear as shown in Equations (6.2.2)
through (6.2.4), respectively. Intrinsic properties for the node volume are represented by
properties at the node centroid. Source terms are similarly integrated over the node volume
according to Equation (6.2.5).

d_
dt

Mj dV O F TT i 77= — Afi V for j = w,a,o
dt *• J

(6.2.1)

d_
dt

y=e,g,i

pY (6.2.2)

a" (6.2.3)
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IM- <0°y Py

\ rhJ dV = m} V for j = w,a,o

(6.2.4)

(6.2.5)

Flux terms are evaluated on the node surfaces and for the mass conservation equations
comprise advective and diffusive components. Integration of the flux terms over the node volume
proceeds by first converting the volumetric integral of flux over a control volume to a surface
integral through Green's theorem [Kreyszig 1979] according to Equation (6.2.6). Discretizing the
control volume surfaces into node surfaces and defining flux directions parallel to the surface
normal allows the surface integrals to be converted to summations over all node surfaces,
according to Equation (6.2.7). This transformation strictly requires an orthogonal grid system for
the flux directions to be aligned with the surface normals. Nonorthogonal systems will yield
mass balance errors. Darcy fluxes are discretized, in the six coordinated directions, using upwind
interfacial averaging for the component mass fraction, phase density, and relative permeability
and harmonic averaging for the intrinsic permeability and phase viscosity according to
Equation (6.2.7). These default interfacial averaging schemes can be altered through user input.
Diffusive fluxes are discretized, in the six coordinate directions, using harmonic averaging for the
combination of terms which comprise an effective diffusion coefficient. The default interfacial
averaging scheme can be altered for each parameter through user input. Geometric variables for a
Cartesian coordinate system are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 for the X-Z and Y-Z coordinate
planes, respectively. Geometric variables for a cylindrical coordinate system are shown in
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for the R-Z and R-0 coordinate planes, respectively.

J
lr=t,g,n

dV = n dV for j = w,a,o (6.2.6)

where,

coJ
v p Y k,y k

7 r r

fiy
= £,g,nandj = w,a,o

V v rynDpysy —
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J •naT =

N,T,B

Yq
for j = w,a,o (6.2.7)

where,

Fl = -
(k); Tv-v),

8
(Py

for y = £,g, n; j = w, a, o; and Q = E,W, S, N, B, T

h yJ -VJ
Yq

fory = e,g,n; j = w,a,o; and g = E,W,S, N, B,T

The mass conservation equations are discretized in time using a fully implicit scheme
according to Equation (6.2.8), where the time levels are indicated with superscripts. The primary
unknowns for the mass conservation equations are intrinsic properties at node volume centroids
(node grid point) for time level t+St. Converting Equation (6.2.8) to residual form yields the
expression shown in Equation (6.2.9).

;-\t+St r

8t

g=W,E,S,N,T,B

' + *
for j = w,a,o

(6.2.8)

R>] = _

g=W,E,S,N,T,B

8t

\t+8t t+sr
for j = w,a,o

(6.2.9)
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6.2.2 Energy Conservation Equation

The energy conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.5.1), is discretized by assuming
a piecewise profile to express the variation in primary variables between node points and
integrating over the node volume. The thermal capacitance terms (i.e., left-hand-side terms) and
energy source terms are integrated over the node volume according to Equations (6.2.10) and
(6.2.11), respectively.

d_
dt

JEdV (6.2.10)

where,

(nDPySYur)

I
j=w,a,o

dV =

j=w,a,o

(6.2.11)

Thermal energy is transferred through advection and diffusion. Spatial discretization of
the advective and diffusive thermal flux proceeds by first converting the volumetric integral of
flux over a control volume to a surface integral using Green's theorem [Kreysig 1979], according
to Equation (6.2.12). Surface integrals are approximated by discretizing the control volume
surfaces into node surfaces and summing the contributions to heat flux over the node surfaces,
according to Equation (6.2.13).

J - Z
j=w,a,o

= f " I

where,

^

v(kevr) dV

j=w,a,o )

+ {K v T)

(6.2.12)

•ndT

= £, g,
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= - xy nD

Mj

Mv
V Xy for y = £,g,n and j = w,a,o

I Pyhy\y+
j=w,a,o )

nc/T

- S (PyhyVy)^ X (hJ JJy)} + {KV
\ J /

(6.2.13)

where,

fory=£,g,n and g = E,W,S,N, B,T

h yJ _ yJ

Sx,

= i,g,n; j = w,a,o; and g = E,W,S,N,B,T

The diffusive term of Equation (6.2.13) is computed using a user-defined interfacial
average for the effective thermal conductivity, where the default form is harmonic averaging,
according to Equation (6.2.14). The advective components of Equation (6.2.13) are computed
using upwind (donor cell) averaging, according to Equations (6.2.15) and (6.2.16).

(ke V T) = (ke>* t-*A for q = E,W, 5, N, B, T (6.2.14)

ky) ̂ _ VyA (6.2.15)
for y = £,g,o and q- E,W,S,N, B,T
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[hijlr\ '
for y = e,g

(6.2.16)

; j = w,a,o; and g = E,W,S,N,B,T

As with the mass conservation equations, the energy conservation equations are
discretized in time using a fully implicit scheme, according to Equation (6.2.17), where the time
levels are indicated with superscripts. The primary unknowns for the energy equation are the
temperatures at the node centroids (node grid points) for time level t + St. In residual form,
Equation (6.2.17) appears as shown in Equation (6.2.18).

St

- x
q=w,E,s,

N,B,T

St

= v
\j=w,a,o

- 1
j=w,a,o

= Z
g=w,E,s,

N,B,T (6.2.17)

St

{* }

- 1
g=w,E,s,

N,BJ

$=W,E,S,
N,B,T

= V
{E}t+& -

St

Y+st'

[E}1

- v
U=w,a,o

j=w,a,o

• .v V+StY

J

(6.2.18)

6.23 Salt Conservation Equation

The salt mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.6.1), is discretized by
assuming a piecewise profile for the salt concentration between node points and integrating over
the node volume. The advection and diffusion-dispersion transport terms of the salt mass
conservation equation are combined following the power-law scheme of Patankar [1980].
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Integration of the accumulation, source, and decay terms for salt mass over the node volume
proceeds according to Equation (6.2.19).

t(dS .S)
dy = ™V-mSV

dt
(6.2.19)

Salt transport fluxes are computed between node points and comprise advective and
diffusive-dispersive components. Integration of the flux terms proceeds by converting
volumetric integrals to surface integrals following Green's theorem [Kreyzig 1979], according to
Equation (6.2.20). Surface integrals are approximated by discretizing the control volume surfaces
into node surfaces and summing the contributions to salt transport over the node surfaces,
according to Equation (6.2.21). The diffusive-dispersive term of Equation (6.2.21) is computed
using a user-defined interfacial average for the effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient, where the
default scheme is harmonic averaging, according to Equation (6.2.22).

J [- V [Se \ e ] + (V [(t, se nD Df + se nD Dhe) V dV

(6.2.20)

where,

V, =-

(6.2.21)

where,

ftv-v)
forq=E,W,S,N,B,T
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se nD nD Dh^) V

nD Df + se nD

(6.2.22)

g Sx,
for g = E,W,S,N,B,T

Solution of the salt transport equation depends on the local Peclet number, which
represents the ratio of advective transport to diffusive-dispersive transport, according to
Equation (6.2.23). The power law scheme is based on the salt concentration profile for steady
conditions with no sources nor decay. For a Peclet number of zero, diffusion-dispersion
transport dominates and a linear profile of salt concentration occurs between two spacial points.
For a Peclet number of one, advection and diffusion-dispersion equally contribute to salt
transport and the salt concentration profile will be skewed towards an upstream salt
concentration. For large Peclet numbers, advection transport dominates and the upstream salt
concentration defines the salt concentration profile between two spacial points. The power-law
scheme closely approximates the exact solution for steady conditions without excessive
computational expense. Salt flux from combined advective and diffusive-dispersive transport can
be expressed using the power-law scheme according to Equation (6.2.24).

(6.2.23)

max

max

for g = W,E,S,N,B,T

where,

+senDDh()

8x,

1 -
0.1

K L
//

1 -

V

0.1

/,

, 0

\5

,0

))

(6.2.24)
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The salt conservation equation is discretized in time using a fully implicit scheme,
according to Equation (6.2.25), where the time levels are indicated with superscripts. The
primary unknowns for the salt conservation equation are the salt volumetric mass concentrations
at the node centroids (node grid points) for time level t + St. In residual form, Equation (6.2.25)
appears as shown in Equation (6.2.26).

{S}t+St-{S}f

St
rf

(6.2.25)

•nSV+St

= v
{sy+St-{sy

St
- V

(6.2.26)

6.2.4 Solute Conservation Equation

The solute mass conservation equation, shown in Equation (3.7.1), is discretized by
assuming a piecewise profile for the solute concentration between node points and integrating
over the node volume. The advection and diffusion-dispersion transport terms of the solute mass
conservation equation are combined following the power-law scheme of Patankar [1980].
Integration of the accumulation, source, and decay terms for solute mass over the node volume
proceeds according to Equation (6.2.27).

^--mC-RCc]dV = ^-V-mCV-RCCRCCV
dt

(6.2.27)

Solute transport fluxes are computed between node points and comprise advective and
diffusive-dispersive components. Integration of the flux terms proceeds by converting
volumetric integrals to surface integrals following Green's theorem [Kreyzig 1979], according to
Equation (6.2.28). Surface integrals are approximated by discretizing the control volume surfaces
into node surfaces and summing the contributions to solute transport over the node surfaces,
according to Equation (6.2.29). The diffusive-dispersive term of Equation (6.2.29) is computed
using a user-defined interfacial average for the effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient, where the
default scheme is harmonic averaging, according to Equation (6.2.30).
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J - X(V[CyVr]) + X
y = e,g,n

where,

r r = Lg,n

^

y =

= £,g,n

I

_ y

N,B,T

where,

v
fory = £,g,n and $ = E,W,S,N,B,T

Dhy)

rrnD D}; + sy nD

= l,g,n and Q = E,W,S,N,B,T

dV

(6.2.28)

ndT

•ndT

(6.2.29)

(6.2.30)

Solution of the solute transport equation depends on the local Peclet number, which
represents the ratio of advective transport to diffusive-dispersive transport, according to
Equation (6.2.31). The power law scheme is based on the solute concentration profile for steady
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conditions with no sources nor decay. For a Peclet number of zero, diffusion-dispersion
transport dominates and a linear profile of solute concentration occurs between two spacial
points. For a Peclet number of one, advection and diffusion-dispersion equally contribute to
solute transport and the solute concentration profile will be skewed towards an upstream solute
concentration. For large Peclet numbers, advection transport dominates and the upstream solute
concentration defines the solute concentration profile between two spacial points. The power-
law scheme closely approximates the exact solution for steady conditions without excessive
computational expense. Solute flux from combined advective and diffusive-dispersive transport
can be expressed using the power-law scheme according to Equation (6.2.32).

(ty Sy nD Dc
y nD

(6.2.31)

t q
/-i

~ 7g+ max(-Vy ,
e/g

max

max Vv , 0 I + (Dy I max 1 -
0.1

far y = e,g,n and g = W,E,S,N,B,T

where,

1 -

V
V

0.1 \
,Kl

Y

),

\5 Y
,o

^5

,0 (6.2.32)

Ty Sy Dy + Sy

8xr

The discretized solute concentration equation can be written in two compact forms. The
first form uses the expressions of solute flux according to Equation (6.2.33). The second form
uses a linear system format with coefficients for the solute concentrations according to
Equation (6.2.34).

GYE
 + GYS ' GYN

 + GYB ~ GYT) = §V-mCV-RCCV (6.2.33)
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aP CP - X f l £ CQ
g=W,E,S,N,B,T

dt

where,

(6.2.34)

«S = L %

aYP =YP X «rff+ I vrg~ 1 vrg
g=W,E,S,N,B,T g=E,N,T g=W,S,B

a7 = K y ) max 1 -
0.1

,o + max \Vy , 0

for g = W,S,B and y = i,g,n

0.1
1 -

v v ' J J

, 0 + max -
V r$

for g = E,N,T and y = i,g,n

The solute mass conservation equation is discretized in time using a fully implicit scheme,
according to Equation (6.2.35), in linear system format, where time levels are indicated with
superscripts.

U+&

g=P,W,E,S,N,B,T
dt

(6.2.35)

where,

aS = S aYc
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1 \ - I '
q=E,N,T q=W,S,B

V r -— + RCV
8t

arc = K r l m a x l -
0.1

for g = W,S,B and y = £,g,n

,o + max \Vy , 0

I c
= ( D

0 1

\ v

for g = E,N,T and y = i,g,n

,0 f V r ,

6.3 Boundary Conditions

The discretization methods described above for the mass, energy, and solute mass
conservation equations strictly applied to interior nodes (i.e., nodes surrounded by neighboring
nodes). For nodes adjacent to a domain boundary or an inactive node the discretized forms of the
governing equations are modified according to the user specified boundary conditions. Zero flux
boundary conditions are applied whenever no boundary condition is specified for a boundary
surface. Boundary conditions which can be specified for a boundary surface are varied, depend
on the operational mode, and other associated boundary conditions.

Eight boundary conditions are appropriate for flow boundaries and are applicable to the
conservation equations for water, air, and VOC mass: Dirichlet, Neumann, zero flux, initial
condition, saturated, unit gradient, hydraulic gradient, and free gradient. The Dirichlet boundary
condition specifies the value of intrinsic properties on the boundary surfaces (e.g., aqueous
pressure, gas pressure, NAPL pressure). The Neumann boundary condition specifies a surface
flux on the boundary surface (e.g., aqueous Darcy velocity, gas Darcy velocity, NAPL Darcy
velocity). The zero flux boundary condition specifies an impermeable boundary for flow or
transport and serves as the default condition for undeclared boundary surfaces (e.g., zero fluid
flow). The initial condition boundary condition uses the initial conditions in the nodes adjacent
to a boundary surface to fix the intrinsic properties on the boundary surface. The saturated
boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow boundaries for two-phase systems and
establishes zero capillary pressure conditions on the boundary surface. The unit gradient
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boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow boundaries and establishes a fluid pressure on
the boundary surface equal to the fluid pressure at the adjacent node modified by the hydraulic
gradient for the fluid. The free gradient boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow
boundaries for two-phase systems and establishes a fluid pressure on the boundary surface by
extrapolating the local pressure gradient within the computational domain to the boundary
surface. The hydraulic gradient boundary condition is appropriate for fluid flow boundaries and
establishes a series of boundary pressures according to the local hydraulic gradient for the fluid.

Five boundary conditions are appropriate for transport boundaries and are applicable to
the conservation equations for energy and solute mass: Dirichlet, zero flux, initial condition,
outflow and inflow. The Dirichlet boundary condition specifies the value of intrinsic properties
on the boundary surfaces (e.g., temperature, or solute concentration). The zero flux boundary
condition specifies an impermeable boundary for flow or transport and serves as the default
condition for undeclared boundary surfaces (e.g., zero heat flux, or zero solute flux). The initial
condition boundary condition uses the initial conditions in the nodes adjacent to a boundary
surface to fix the intrinsic properties on the boundary surface. The outflow boundary condition
considers transport out of the computational domain by advection only, no diffusive transport
occurs. This boundary conditions will not transport energy or solute mass into the domain. The
inflow boundary condition considers transport into the computational domain only by advection;
no diffusive transport occurs. This boundary condition will not transport energy or solute mass
out of the domain.

In general, boundary conditions for simulations that involve the solution of multiple
governing equations can be combined in a variety of ways, one major restriction. Specification of
a Neumann boundary condition for the energy equation on a boundary surface, other than the
zero flux condition, requires that the flow equation boundary conditions for that boundary
surface be specified as zero flux. Nonzero fluid flow and heat transport can be achieved for
boundary nodes through a combination of flow boundary conditions, a zero flux energy
boundary, and energy sources for the boundary nodes. Regardless of the boundary condition or
combination of boundary conditions a sufficient number of independent intensive variables must
be declared to specify the thermodynamic and hydrologic state on the boundary surface.
Definitions for geometric parameters for nodes with boundary surfaces on the "west" side are
shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 for the X-Z and X-Y Cartesian coordinate planes and in Figures 6.7
and 6.8 for the R-Z and R-0 cylindrical coordinate planes, respectively.

6.3.1 Dirichlet Boundary Condition

The Dirichlet boundary condition is equivalent to specifying the value for the primary
unknown on the boundary surface. Assigned values of primary variables are used to compute
secondary variables for the boundary surface. Average properties for transport between a
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boundary surface and the adjacent node are computed using user specified averaging schemes
between the values of the properties on the boundary surface and adjacent node. For example,
the discretized forms for Darcy mass flux and diffusive mass flux rates of water, Equation (6.2.7),
are modified for a Dirichlet aqueous phase boundary condition on a "west" boundary surface,
according to Equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.2), respectively. For the salt and solute mass
conservation equations, a Dirichlet boundary condition on the "west" surface produces a
modification to the discretized conservation equation, Equations (6.2.26) and (6.2.35), according
to Equation (6.3.3) and (6.3.4), respectively.

t l WB + {Pe8)mztwa\ (6.3.1)
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63.2 Neumann Boundary Condition

The Neumann boundary condition is equivalent to specifying the flux on a boundary
surface. Fluxes which may be specified are aqueous volumetric, gas volumetric, NAPL
volumetric, energy, and solute mass. For example, the discretized form for Darcy mass flux of
water, Equation (6.2.7), is modified for a Neumann boundary condition on a "west" boundary
surface, according to Equation (6.3.5). Sufficient information is needed to fix the thermodynamic
and hydrologic state on the boundary surface. Calculation of phase pressures from phase
volumetric flow rates requires an iterative solution because averaged values of properties (e.g.,
relative permeability) are nonlinear functions of the phase pressure on the boundary. To avoid
an iterative solution of the phase pressure on the boundary phase pressures are computed
assuming a unit relative permeability, according to Equation (6.3.6) for a "west" boundary
surface.

Pl)m VeWB (6-3-5)
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6.3.3 Zero Flux Boundary Condition

The zero flux boundary condition is the default boundary condition and is equivalent to
specifying zero flow and/or transport across the boundary surface. Complex boundary
conditions, which involve multiple specifications on a single boundary surface, require that
sufficient information be specified to fix the thermodynamic and hydrologic state on the
boundary surface. For example, a recognized boundary condition combination for an water-air
system (i.e., Two-Phase Volatile operational mode) is a Dirichlet aqueous boundary and zero flux
gas boundary. Isothermal water-air systems require two independent intensive variables to fix
the thermodynamic and hydrologic state of the system. For this boundary system the Dirichlet
aqueous boundary assigns a value to the aqueous pressure. The gas pressure can be specified
through user input or be computed using zero flux boundary conditions and solving Equation
(6.2.7) for the gas pressure, according to Equation (6.3.7) for a "west" boundary surface.

P8WB = 8x™ (P8 s)a
wBzgWB + Pgp (6-3.7)

63.4 Initial Condition Boundary Condition

The initial condition boundary condition is identical in application to the Dirichlet
boundary condition, with the exception that the primary variable is fixed to the initial value at the
adjacent node. No user input is required for this type boundary condition because boundary
values are obtained through the initial condition specifications. Initial boundary pressures are
computed once at the start of a simulation.

63.5 Saturated Boundary Condition

The saturated boundary condition is recognized for water-air systems and perform as
dynamic Dirichlet boundary conditions, where zero capillary pressure is maintained on the
boundary surface. The saturated boundary condition fixes the aqueous pressure equal to the gas
pressure on a boundary surface regardless of the boundary condition for the gas pressure. For a
single-phase system, the gas pressure is fixed through the initial conditions and the aqueous
pressure is maintained on a saturated boundary equal to this gas pressure. For a two-phase
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system, the gas pressure on a boundary surface is user specified according to the gas-phase
boundary conditions. The saturated boundary condition for the aqueous phase fixes the aqueous
pressure at the boundary surface equal to the gas pressure. Saturated boundary pressures are
computed with each Newton-Raphson iteration.

6.3.6 Unit Gradient Boundary Condition

The unit gradient boundary condition is recognized for aqueous-phase, gas-phase, and
NAPL boundary conditions and maintains a unit gradient in the phase hydraulic head. A unit
gradient in the phase hydraulic head is equivalent to setting the normalized Darcy velocity equal
to minus one, according to Equation (6.3.8) for a "west" boundary surface. Phase pressure on
the boundary surface is computed by solving Equation (6.3.8) for the boundary pressure,
according to Equation (6.3.9), for a "west" boundary surface. Unit gradient boundary pressures
are computed with each Newton-Raphson iteration.
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63.7 Free Gradient Boundary Condition

The free gradient boundary condition is recognized for aqueous-phase, gas-phase, and
NAPL boundary conditions. This boundary condition is essentially a dynamic Dirichlet-type
boundary, where the pressure on the boundary surface is set to maintain the gradient in pressure
in the interior nodes adjacent to the boundary surface. This boundary type requires, as a
minimum, two active nodes adjacent to the boundary surface. The gradient in phase pressure is
linearly extrapolated from the interior nodes to the boundary surface to determine the boundary
pressure. Free gradient boundary pressures are computed with each Newton-Raphson iteration.

6.3.8 Outflow Boundary Condition

The outflow boundary condition is recognized for transport boundaries (e.g., energy
transport, solute transport). This boundary conditions allows transported quantities to be
transported out across a boundary surface by advection only. Transport by diffusion or
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transport in across the boundary surface is prohibited. Energy flux across an outflow boundary
surface on a "west" boundary is computed according to Equation (6.3.10). Solute flux across an
outflow boundary surface on a "west" boundary is computed according to Equation (6.3.11).

YWB = -(PY hr) m a X[-

GYWB = - C 7y> m a x [" y 7^ ' ° ] for r = i>S,n (6.3.11)YWB

6.3.9 Inflow Boundary Condition

The inflow boundary condition is recognized for transport boundaries (e.g., energy
transport, solute transport). This boundary conditions allows transported quantities to be
transported in across a boundary surface by advection only. Transport by diffusion or transport
out across the boundary surface is prohibited. Energy flux across an inflow boundary surface on
a "wesf' boundary is computed according to Equation (6.3.12). Solute flux across an inflow
boundary surface on a "west" boundary is computed according to Equation (6.3.13).

hY)WB
 m a x [ V Y W B > ° ] f°r r = *>8,n (6.3.12)
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6.4 Newton-Raphson Linearization

The discretized governing equations for component mass conservation, salt mass, and
energy conservation, Equations (6.2.9) and (6.2.18), form a nonlinear set of algebraic equations.
Nonlinearites arise from the dependence of secondary variables on the primary unknowns. Cross
dependencies of secondary variables in one governing equation with the primary unknown in
other governing equations requires that this system of nonlinear equations be solved
simultaneously. A primary assumption associated with the solute mass conservation equation is
that the solute concentrations are infinitely dilute. This assumption implies that fluid properties
are independent of solute concentrations, which allows the solution of the solute conservation
equations to be solved separately from the coupled flow and energy transport solutions. The
discretized governing equations for solute mass conservation, Equation (6.26a), form a linear set
of algebraic equations, which are solved directly following the solution of the coupled flow and
energy transport system. The nonlinearities in the coupled flow and energy transport system of
equations are resolved through the application of the iterative Newton-Raphson technique.
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The Newton-Raphson linearization technique is an iterative method for solving nonlinear
algebraic equations of the form shown in Equation (6.4.1), where f(x) is differentiable in JC. The
linearization concept approximates /(JC) with suitable tangents. Each iteration yields a new
estimate of x as the intersection of the tangent to the function f(x) at the previous estimate of
x and the abscissa axis, according to Equation (6.4.2) in mathematical form. In this formulation
/ (x) is considered the equation residual. For convergent systems, the residual decreases in a
quadratically with iteration. In multiple variable systems, as with the coupled flow and energy
transport system, the scalar function, / (x), is replaced with a vector function R (x), according
to Equation (6.4.3). The vector function, R (x), represents the system of nonlinear algebraic
equations produced from discretizing the conservation equations for component mass and energy,
Equations (6.2.9) and (6.2.18). The vector of unknowns, x, represents the set of primary
variables for the system, which are determined by the operational mode and phase conditions.
Equation (6.4.3) can be rewritten in terms of increments to the primary variables, according to
Equation (6.4.4). The partial derivatives shown in Equation (6.4.4) form the Jacobian matrix.

fix) = 0 (6.4.1)

n+l = * " " ^ < 6 4 2 )x

dx
= - R ( x ) (6.4.4)

To simplify these discussions a one-dimensional system involving the solution of the
water mass, air mass, and energy conservation equations will be considered. The system of linear
equations that result from applying the Newton-Raphson linearization technique to this system
of nonlinear algebraic equations is shown in Equation (6.4.5) for a computational domain with
"n" nodes. In Equation (6.4.5) each Jacobian matrix element represents a block matrix of order
three, according to Equation (6.4.6); each unknown vector element represents a vector of
increments to the primary variables of order three, according to Equation (6.4.7); and each
solution vector element represents a vector of equation residuals of order three, according to
Equation (6.4.8).
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(6.4.6)

(6.4.7)

(6.4.8)

For a two-dimensional system involving the solution of the water mass, air mass, and
energy conservation equations, the Jacobian matrix would contain two extra bands of block
matrices: one below and one above the diagonal band. These extra bands would be located one
half-band width from the main diagonal band, where the half-band width equaled the lesser of the
number of nodes per row or column for a two-dimensional grid. A three-dimensional grid would
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contain four extra bands of block matrices, two below and two above the diagonal band. The
furthest bands would be located one half-band width from the main diagonal band, where the half-
band width equaled the least number of nodes in a plane. For example, a three-dimensional
Cartesian grid with 20 nodes in the "X" coordinate direction, 30 nodes in the "Y" coordinate
direction, and 40 nodes in the "Z" coordinate direction, would have a half-band width of 600.

The Newton-Raphson scheme has two major computational components. The first
component involves computing the Jacobian matrix and solution vector elements; the second
component involves solving the resulting linear system of equations. Both components are
required during each iteration. The Jacobian matrix elements are essentially partial derivatives of
the equation residuals with respect to the primary variables. These partially derivatives are
computed numerically as exemplified in Equation (6.4.9). Numerical evaluation of these partial
derivatives was chosen over analytical evaluation because its robustness and directness in coding.
The numerical evaluation scheme requires that the equation residuals be evaluated with the most
current values of the primary variables and with each primary variable slightly incremented.
Increments to the primary variables are critical parameters for implementing the Newton-
Raphson linearization scheme using numerical derivatives. Excessively large increments can lead
to nonconvergent solutions because the tangents to the residual equations are computed
incorrectly. In contrast, excessively small increments can result to changes in the equation
residuals, which are below the precision limit.

dRl - R I

dPVf A PVJ
(6.4.9)

Each Newton-Raphson iteration procedure begins with the start of a new time step or
after a convergence failure and reduction in time step. Each iteration begins by executing logic
algorithms that determine the primary variable set from phase conditions and fix the primary
variable increments. The next step is to calculate all secondary variables with the current primary
variables and with each primary variable incremented. Following this, all flux variables are
evaluated with the current primary and associated secondary variables and then repeated with the
incremented primary and associated secondary variables. With the secondary variables and fluxes
evaluated, the residuals to the governing equations are computed using current and incremented
values of the primary, secondary, and flux variables. The current and incremented equations
residuals are then used to compute the partial derivatives that comprise the Jacobian matrix and
the solution vector.

The resulting system of linear equations is then solved with either a direct or iterative
linear system solver, with the unknowns being increments to the primary variables. Converged
solutions are recognized by comparing the maximum normalized increment to the primary
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variables against a convergence criterion (i.e., user specified limit). A Newton-Raphson iteration
ends by updating the primary variables with the latest computed primary increments. If the
largest normalized primary variable increment exceeds the convergence limit, then another
iteration is executed. If the solution is convergent, then the solute transport equations are solved
or a new time step is initiated. In the case of a nonconvergent solution, the time step is reduced,
the primary variables are reset to the most recent converged values, and the time step is
reinitiated.

6.5 Linear System Solvers

The system of linear equations that results from the discretization of the governing partial
differential equations over a particular computational domain always has a banded structure,
where the number of off diagonal bands equals the dimensionality of the computational domain.
Elements within the Jacobian coefficient are actually submatrices, where the submatrix order
equals the number of solved coupled governing equations. For example, the solution of only the
water conservation equation produces single element submatrices; whereas, the solution of the
three mass conservation equations simultaneously with the energy equation yields four-by-four
submatrices. These structured Jacobian coefficient matrices arise from the element sequencing
scheme incorporated into the Arid-ID engineering simulator and limitations on the computational
domain structures. The matrix sequencing or numbering algorithms are designed to minimize the
largest half-band width for a given computational domain and solution option combination. The
sequencing algorithms are designed for orthogonal grid systems that are six-surfaced in three
dimensions or four-sided in two dimensions.

Two linear equation solvers are available within the Arid-ID engineering simulator a direct
banded matrix algorithm and an iterative conjugate gradient algorithm. The banded matrix
algorithm is generally more appropriate for small to moderately sized Jacobian matrices (order
less than 35,000); whereas, the conjugate gradient algorithm appears more appropriate for larger
order Jacobian matrices. In general, the banded matrix algorithm requires more memory than the
conjugate gradient algorithm, which uses an efficient sparse matrix storage scheme. The banded
matrix algorithm is computationally more efficient on small to moderately sized problems;
however, for larger problems the conjugate gradient algorithm becomes the better performer.
Both linear equation solution algorithms were obtained from publicly available software
packages.

The banded matrix solution algorithm was extracted from the LINP ACK subroutines
(Dongarra et al. 1980) for general nonsymmetric band matrices. The algorithm operates on band
matrices by decomposing the matrix into an upper triangular and lower triangular matrix. The
matrix product of the lower triangular matrix with the upper triangular matrix equals the original
band matrix (i.e., A = L U, where A is the band matrix, L is the lower triangular matrix and U
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is the upper triangular matrix). The system of linear equations, A x = b, is solved with the above
decomposition or factorization by solving successively L (U x) = b. This factorization
procedure produces nonzero elements outside the bands of the original band matrix. If mj equals
the half-band width of the Jacobian coefficient matrix (the Arid-ID engineering simulator
produces band matrices with equal lower and upper band widths), then the two triangular factors
have band widths of mi and 2mj. Storage must be provided for the extra m\ diagonals. This is
illustrated for a one-dimensional problem of five nodes and two-solved mass conservation
equations. The Jacobian coefficient matrix for this problem would appear as shown in
Equation (6.5.1). The band storage requires 3m{ + l = 10 rows of storage arranged as shown in
Equation (6.5.2). The * indicates elements which are never referenced but storage space must be
provided. The + indicates elements which may be occupied during the factorization process.
The original Jacobian coefficient matrix is referred to as A and its storage counterpart as a; then
the columns of A are stored in the columns of a, and the diagonals of A are stored in the rows
of a, such that the principal diagonal is stored in row 2m/ + l of a.
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The conjugate gradient solution algorithm was extracted from a package of subroutines
intended for solving large sparse linear systems by iterative methods (Oppe et al. 1988). This
package of subroutines is referred to as NSPCG (for Nonsymmetric Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient) and has various acceleration techniques and preconditioners available for solving large
sparse linear systems. The algorithms available from the NSPCG package are the "Incomplete
Cholesky" (IC) preconditioner and the "Generalized Minimal Residual Method" (GMRES)
accelerator. Preconditioners compute a splitting matrix Q such that the preconditioned system

of linear equations, Q - 1 A x = Q - 1 b , is better conditioned than the original system, A x = b.
The splitting matrix for the IC preconditioner is an incomplete LU decomposition of the Jacobian
matrix A. The form of the splitting matrix is Q = (D - S) D (D - T), where D is a diagonal
matrix containing the factorization pivots, S is a lower triangular matrix, and T is an upper
triangular matrix. It is necessary to store both S and T because the Jacobian coefficient matrix
A is nonsymmetric.

The NSPCG package allows several modes of storage for the Jacobian coefficient matrix.
The storage mode selected for the Arid-ID engineering simulator represents the Jacobian
coefficient matrix with two rectangular arrays, one real and one integer. Both arrays are
dimensioned n by m, where n equals the number of unknowns and m equals seven times the
number of solved coupled governing equations. Each row in the real coefficient matrix C
contains the nonzero values of the corresponding row in the Jacobian coefficient matrix A: the
corresponding row in the integer coefficient matrix J contains the column indices. The Jacobian
matrix, shown in Equation (6.5.1), would be expressed as the real and integer matrices shown in
Equations (6.5.3) and (6.5.4), respectively. Although this storage format requires two coefficient
matrices, the storage requirements for large sparse systems (such as those for large
multidimensional problems) are greatly reduced over those for the banded matrix solution scheme.
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7.0 Code Architecture

7.1 Introduction

The primary design guides for the STOMP simulator have been modularity,
computational efficiency, and readability. A modular code architecture is beneficial because of
the ease of reading, maintaining, and modifying the algorithms and is essential to the variable
configuration source code. Computational efficiency refers to both memory requirements and
execution speed. The STOMP simulator has been designed with a variable configuration source
code that allows the memory requirements and code algorithms to be partially customized to the
computational problem. This approach offers considerable advantages with respect to achieving
a computationally efficient code design. Within this source code framework, however, many
design choices have been made that affect computational efficiency. Algorithm design often
offers options between memory and speed. For example, to lessen memory requirements, a code
designer may opt to repeatedly compute commonly used variables. Conversely, execution speed
may be increased at the cost of increased memory requirements, by storing commonly used
variables after their initial computation. Generally, the approach in the STOMP simulator has
been to favor increased memory requirements to gain computational speed. This design approach
has been chosen because of current state of computer architecture and capabilities. Because the
STOMP simulator has been created as a scientific tool, algorithm readability has been an primary
design guide. As a scientific tool, the simulator was never expected to remain unmodified, but
rather a constantly changing package of software tools which could be applied to new or more
complex problems. This design goal makes readability an essential feature of the code. Code
readability has been achieved through an extensive use of comments, a modular design, a large
group of common blocks, and minimal subroutine and function arguments.

7.2 Flow Path

The primary flow path for all operational modes of the STOMP simulator comprises
three components; initialization, iteration, and closure. Control of the flow path at the primary
level occurs from within the main program routine named "STOMP," for all operational modes.
A flow chart for the initialization, iteration, and closure components of the main program is
shown in Figure 7.1. The initialization component of the program is executed once during a
simulation. The routines in the initialization component are executed sequentially, as shown in
Figure 7.1, from the program start to the start of the first time step. The iteration component of
the program contains a pair of nested loops, one for time stepping and the other for Newton-
Raphson linearization. Termination of the Newton-Raphson loop occurs with a successful
convergence or with an iteration limit violation. Termination of the time-stepping loop occurs
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with simulation limit or a time step reduction limit violatioa Regardless of the termination cause,
the closure routines are executed at the successful or unsuccessful completion of a simulation.
The transport solution is shown as a single routine on the STOMP flow diagram. It comprises,
however, several transport routines within a solute loop. The flow diagram for the solute
transport portion of the iteration component is shown in Figure 7.2.

The initialization component of the program flow path begins with an initialization of the
clocks and variables. All variables in the common blocks of the "commons" file are initialized at
this point either to zero or default values. Unless specifically defaulted, integers are initialized to
0, real variables are initialized to 0.D+0, and character strings are initialized to blank. During the
variable initializations, the "input" and "output" files are opened. The next routine prints the
welcome statement, disclaimer, and banner to the standard output device (screen) and the output
file. This is followed with the procedures for reading the "input" file. The "input" file is read
using a predefined card order. After each card has been read, the "input" file is rewound and
searched from the beginning for the next card to be read. This approach allows the user to order
input cards in a random order. The predefined card read order is critical and should not be altered
in the software. When appropriate "restart" files are read for input data information during these
procedures. Input data is checked for saturation or thermodynamic state consistency in the
"Check Physical States" routines. If an error is found in these routines the simulation will be
terminated with an associated error message. If no errors in thermodynamic state are noted, then
the program continues initializing variables with the Jacobian matrix pointers. The Jacobian
matrix structure varies with operational mode and grid geometry. Refer to Section 6.0 for a
description of the numerical methods and linear system solvers. Jacobian matrix pointers are
integer arrays that relate primary variables for a particular node to a location in the Jacobian
matrix. If the simulation does not involve dynamic domains, then these pointers are constants
during the simulation and need to be computed only once. The next three initialization routines
compute initial values for the secondary variables from the initial conditions specified through the
"input" or "restart" files. These routines have been divided into three components (i.e., those for
computing phase saturation related variables, thermodynamic properties, and solute
concentrations).

The iteration component of the program flow path contains a pair of nested loops. The
outer loop increments time and represents a single time step and the inner loop increments
iterations of the Newton-Raphson linearization technique. During a single time increment loop
(time step) both the flow and transport governing equation sets are solved. The Newton-
Raphson linearization loop is applicable only to the solution of the mass and heat flow governing
equations. The solute transport governing equations are solved directly (without iteration) and
sequentially to the iterative flow solution. Each time step loop starts with a computation of the
new time step and increments to the time and time step counter. Time steps are computed with
an algorithm based on the previous complete time step, the time step acceleration factor, and the
time to a transition point. Transition points occur with changes in execution period times,
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boundary condition times, source times, and output times. Time steps always conclude on
transition points, which commonly requires the time step to be temporarily reduced. The time
step, following a temporary reduction to meet a transition point time, will resume the prior time
stepping levels, except in the case of execution period transitions where a new initial or maximum
time step has been declared. The next procedure involves loading the previous time step arrays
for field variables. Field variables from the array location for the current field variable value are
loaded into the array location for the previous time step field variable value. The next three
routines, prior to starting a Newton-Raphson iteration loop, involve writing previous time step
results to output. Simulation results are written to the "Reference Node Output Record," the
standard input/output device (screen), a "plot" file, and/or a "restart" file, depending on the
directives made by the user on the "Output Control" card.

The Newton-Raphson iteration loop solves the governing flow equations for component
mass and energy. The first procedure within this loop involves the calculation of boundary
surface properties. Each declared boundary surface, has associated field variables which are
computed with the same algorithms as the node field variables, but only when the boundary
condition is active. This approach eliminates the necessity for computing field variable values for
disabled boundary surfaces. The next group of routines computes fluxes across interior surfaces
(those surfaces between active nodes). Fluxes which are computed within these routines are
dependent on the operational mode and include Darcy phase velocities, component diffusion-
dispersion fluxes, thermal conductive flux, thermal advective flux, and thermal diffusion-
dispersion fluxes. The same group of flux variables is computed in the next procedure for each
active boundary surface. As with the procedure for computing field variables on boundary
surfaces the approach of computing flux variables only for active boundary surfaces eliminates
computing unused boundary flux variables. The next procedure computes source and/or sink
contributions to each of the governing flow equations from the user specified inputs on the
"Source" card. Source contributions are stored in arrays and subsequently used in computing the
Jacobian matrix coefficients. At this point in the Newton-Raphson iteration loop, all field and
surface flux variables have been computed, along with the source contributions. These variables
compose the primary components of the governing flow equations.

Coefficients of Jacobian matrix and solution vector are computed in a multiple stage
sequence. The first stage involves setting all of the previous coefficient arrays to zero. This
stage is necessary because the nonzero elements of the Jacobian matrix will change with time step
as various boundary condition transition between active and inactive states. The second stage
involves computing the Jacobian matrix and solution vector with the assumption of zero flux
boundary conditions for all boundary surfaces, including surfaces between active and inactive
nodes. The Jacobian matrix loading procedure depends on the operational mode, but is sequenced
according to governing partial differential equations. Coefficients for the water mass conservation
equation are loaded first, followed by the air mass, VOC mass, and energy conservation
equations. The resulting system of equations represents the discretized and linearized system of
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governing flow equations with zero flux boundary conditions imposed, where the source
contributions have been incorporated. The final stage modifies this linear system according to the
active user imposed boundary conditions. Boundary conditions will alter both the coefficient
matrix and solution vector. With the Jacobian matrix and solution vector elements computed, the
next procedure involves solving the linear system of equations. The linear system is solved either
with a direct banded matrix solver or a iterative conjugate gradient solver. Both routines return
corrections to the primary variables in the solution vector array.

Corrections to the primary variables, computed from the linear system solvers, are used
to update the primary variables and determine convergence. The Newton-Raphson procedure
computes corrections to the primary variable set with each iteration. The starting values for
primary variables for each new time step are the previous time step values of the primary
variables, as these values represent reasonable estimates of the future values. For a convergent
iteration scheme, each successive iteration yields diminishing corrections to the primary variables.
Phase transitions and primary variable switching schemes, however, can yield temporary
increases in the correction to a particular primary variable. The two procedures that immediately
follow the linear system solver procedures update the primary variables and determine
convergence. Convergence occurs if the normalized values of the primary variable corrections for
all unknowns falls below a user-defined value (typically l.xlO-6). The next three procedures,
which include computing increments to the primary variables, computing saturation related
properties, and computing thermodyhamic properties, are executed independent of the
convergence result. If convergence occurs, then these computed values represent the current
values of secondary variables at the conclusion of the time step. Otherwise, they represent the
current iterate values of the secondary variables. If convergence occurs, then the solution
procedure continues with solute transport procedures. At the conclusion of nonconvergent
iterations, two additional checks are made. If the iteration count does not exceed the user
specified limit, then program proceeds with a new Newton-Raphson iteration loop. If the
iteration count exceeds the limit, then a check is made on the count of successive time step
reductions. If convergence has failed and resulted in a time step reduction four times in
succession, then the simulation aborts and program execution is transferred to the closure
routines. Otherwise, the time step is reduced, the program execution is transferred to the
beginning of the time increment loop, and another attempt is made to reach a converged solution
for the time step.

The transport solution procedure follows the iterative solution of the mass and heat flow
equations and, although a direct solution scheme, involves looping over the number of solutes. A
procedure flow diagram for the transport solution routines is shown in Figure 7.2. Before
entering the solute loop, the interior-surface and boundary-surface flux procedures are called to
obtain values of all flux variables at the conclusion of a time step. Flux values at the conclusion
of a time step will typically vary from those computed during the last iteration of the current
time step, because the primary and secondary variables will have been updated near the bottom
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of the last Newton-Raphson iteration loop. The surface flux calculations within the Newton-
Raphson loop differ from these surface calculations in that only the current unincremented value
of the surface flux is computed.

The transport solution procedure loops over the number of solutes in the reverse order
and they are defined on the "Solute/Fluid Interactions" card. A reverse looping order is used to
compute progeny solutes before computing parent solutes. This approach allows sequential
coupling between solutes that decay radioactively or chemically with first order reaction rates
yielding solute products. The first step of the transport solution loop involves computing the
equilibrium distribution of solute between the fluid and solid phases. The second step is to
initialize the coefficient matrix and solution vector elements to zero. As with the flow solution
scheme, the possibility for boundary conditions and sources that transition makes initializing the
linear system elements mandatory. The third step of the transport solution loop is to compute
the solute source and/or sink contributions. Solute source contributions are incorporated directly
into the coefficient matrix and solution vector elements. The fourth step involves loading the
coefficient matrix and solution vector. As with the flow solution scheme, the coefficient matrix
and solution vector elements are computed assuming zero-flux conditions on all boundary
surfaces. Element loading depends on the operational mode and occurs sequentially by phases,
where the aqueous phase contributions are loaded first, followed by the gas phase and NAPL.
Solid phase contributions are loaded with the first active fluid phase. The fifth step of the
transport solution procedure is the solution of linear system of equations. Algorithms for solving
the transport linear system of equations are identical to those for the flow solution, accept that
the returned results for the transport solution are directly the volumetric solute concentrations.
The sixth step of the transport solution is to update the solute concentrations with their newly
computed values. The concluding steps for the transport solution compute solute fluxes and
integrate the solute sources. Once the transport solution loop has been executed for every solute
the program execution returns to the flow solution procedures. Time steps for the transport
solution are by default equal to those used for the flow solution. Although not currently an
option with the STOMP simulator, the transport solution could be advanced in fractional values
of the flow solution time steps.

The closure routines are only executed once at the successful or unsuccessful conclusion
of a simulation. These routines generate final "plot" files, "restart" files, and close all opened
files. Upon successful conclusion to the simulation the final "restart" file will contain a record of
the primary variables at the conclusion of the final time step. Conversely, if a simulation
concludes unsuccessfully, because of a convergence failure or otherwise, the "restart" file will
contain a record of the primary variables at the conclusion of the previous converged time step.
The STOMP simulator is a once through program.
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Appendix A

Table A.I. Water Critical Properties

Property Numerical Value

lc

PWc

vc"

647.3 K

2.212 x 107 Pa

3.17xlO-3m3/kg

0.235

0.344

Table A.2. Water Vapor Pressure Function Constants

Constant Numerical Value

k,
k2

k3
k4
k5
k6

k7

kg
k9

-7.691234 564
-2.608 023 696 x
-1.681 706 546 x
6.423 285 504 x

-1.189 646 225 x
4.167 117 320
2.097 506 760 x
1.0 x 109
6.0

101
102
10»
102

101

Table A.3. Carbon Tetrachloride Vapor Pressure Constants and Critical Properties

Property Numerical Value

a
b
c
d

rc

z°
(O°p

-7.07139
1.71497
-2.8993
-2.49466
556.4 K

4.56 x 106 Pa

1.794 x 10-3 m3/kg

0.272

0.193
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Table A.4. Liquid-Water Primary Constants

Constant Numerical Value

Ao
Ai
A2

A3

A4
A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10
An
A12
An
A14
A15
A16
An
Ais
A19
A20
A21
A22
a i

a3

a4

a5

a6

a7

as
a9

aio
an
ai->

6.824 687 741 x
-5.422 063 673 x
-2.096 666 205 x
3.941 286 787 x
-6.733 277 739 x
9.902 381 028 x
-1.093 911 774 x
8.590 841 667 x
-4.511 168 742 x
1.418 138 926 x
-2.017 271 113 x
7.982 692 717 x
-2.616 571 843 x
1.522 411 790 x
2.284 279 054 x
2.421 647 003 x
1.269 716 088 x
2.074 838 328 x
2.174 020 350 x
1.105 710 498 x
1.293 441 934 x
1.308 119 072 x
6.047 626 338 x
8.438 375 405 x
5.362 162 162 x
1.720 000 000 x
7.342 278 489 x
4.975 858 870 x
6.537 154 300 x
1.150 000 000 x
1.510 800 000 x
1.418 800 000 x
7.002 753 165 x
2.995 284 926 x
2.040 000 000 x

103
102
104

104
104

104
105

104
104

104
103

100
10-2

10-3
10-2
102
lO-io
10-7
10-8
10-9
101
10-5
1014
10-1
10-4
100
10-2
10-2
10-1
10-6
10-5
10-1
100
10-4
10-1
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Table A.5. Hankinson-Brobst-Thomson Liquid Density Function Constants

Constant Numerical Value

hi
h2

h4

h6

h7

h8

hio
hn

-9.070 217
6.245 326 x 10»
-1.351 102x102
4.795 940
2.500 470 x 10-1
1.141 880
8.614 880x10-2
3.444 830 x 10-2

Table A.6. Water-Vapor Primary Constants

Constant Numerical Value

Bo
Boi
B02
B03
B04

B05
Bn
B12
B21
B22
B23
B3i
B32
B41
B42
B51
B52
B53
B6i
B6 2

B71
B72
B8 i
BR->

1.683 599 274x101
2.856 067 796 x 101
-5.438 923 329 x 101
4.330 662 834 x 10-i
-6.547 711 697 x 10-1
8.565 182 058 x 10-2
6.670 375 918 x 10-2
1.388 983 801 x IOO
8.390 104 328 x 10-2
2.614 670 893 x 10-2
-3.373 439 453 x 10-2
4.520 918 904 x 10-i
1.069 036 614 x 10-i
-5.975 336 707 x 10-i
-8.847 535 804 x 10-2
5.958 051609x10-1
-5.159 303 373 x lO-i
2.075 021 122 x 10-1
1.190 610 271 x 10-1
-9.867 174 132 x 10-2
1.683 998 803 x 10-1
-5.809 438 001 x 10-2
6.552 390 126 x 10-3
5.710 218 649 x 10-4
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Table A.6. (contd)

Constant Numerical Value

B90
B9i
B92
B93
B94
B95
B96
bo
b6 i
b71

b81

bo-)

1.936 587 558 x
-1.388 522 425 x
4.126 607 219 x
-6.508 211 677 x
5.745 984 054 x
-2.693 088 365 x
5.235 718 623 x
7.633 333 333 x
4.006 073 948 x
8.636 081 627 x
-8.532 322 921 x
3.460 208 861 x

102
103

103
103

103
103

102
10-1
10-1
10-2
10-1

10-1

Table A.7. Water-Vapor Derived Constants

Constant Numerical Value

j

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

Table

n(j)
2

3
2

2

3

2

2

2

Lo
L,
L2

A.8.

z(M.
13
18
18

25
32
12
24
24

1.574 373 327 x
-3.417 061 978 x
1.931 380 707 x

ASME Water Property Function

) z(j,2)
3

2

10

14

28

11

18

14

z{j,3) l(j) x(j,l)
_ _ • _

1
_ _ _

— — -

24

1 14

1 19

- 2 54

101
101

101

Indices

* 0 " . 2 )
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
27

j
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Table A.9. Liquid Water Thermal Conductivity Constants

Constant Numerical Value

cio
en
C12

C13
CM

C20
C21
C22

C23

C30

C31

C32
C33

T

-9.2247 x 102
2.8395 x 103
-1.8007 x 103
5.2577 x 102
7.344 x 101
9.4730 x 10-1
2.5186
-2.0012
5.1536 x 10-1
1.6563 x 10-3
-3.8929 x 10-3
2.9323 x 10-3
-7.1693x10-4
2.7315 x 102
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